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Abstract
A welfare analysis of unemployment insurance (UI) is performed in a general
equilibrium job search model. Finitely-lived, risk-averse workers smooth consumption over time by accumulating assets, choose search e ort when unemployed, and su er disutility from work. Firms hire workers, purchase capital,
and pay taxes to nance worker bene ts; their equity is the asset accumulated
by workers. A matching function relates unemployment, hiring expenditure,
and search e ort to the formation of jobs. The model is calibrated to US data;
the parameters relating job search e ort to the probability of job nding are
chosen to match microeconomic studies of unemployment spells.
Under logarithmic utility, numerical simulation shows rather small welfare
gains from UI. Even without UI, workers smooth consumption e ectively
through asset accumulation. Greater risk aversion leads to substantially larger
welfare gains from UI; however, even in this case much of its welfare impact
is due not to consumption smoothing e ects, but rather to decreased work
disutility, or to a variety of externalities.
JEL classi cation: J65, J64, J22, E21
Keywords: Unemployment insurance, matching, search e ort, moral hazard, precautionary saving, prudence, life cycle
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1 Introduction
This paper provides a quantitative analysis of the costs and bene ts of unemployment insurance (UI). While the welfare implications of UI are an important
public policy concern, the equilibrium economic modeling of the e ects of UI
is still in its preliminary stages. Most previous studies of the issue have looked
in detail only at the costs of UI, or only at the bene ts of UI, because of the
diculty of specifying a complete model that treats both sides of the welfare
analysis endogenously. There are three main strands to the previous literature. General equilibrium search models, with linear utility, such as Millard
and Mortensen (1994), have examined the costs of UI in terms of the hiring
disincentives it creates. Moral hazard models, such as Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1994), have looked at the costs of UI in terms of the disincentive to job
search that it imposes upon workers. Precautionary savings models, such as
Hubbard, Skinner, and Zeldes (1995), have studied the consumption smoothing bene ts of various social insurance schemes. The goal of this paper is to
combine aspects of these three literatures to provide a framework for an overall
welfare analysis of UI.
After a literature review, we present the model which we will use to perform
a numerical welfare analysis in section 2. In our model, nitely-lived workers
choose between consumption and saving, and also choose search e ort when
unemployed. They have constant relative risk aversion utility of consumption,
and receive disutility from search e ort and work e ort. Firms hire workers,
purchase capital, and must pay taxes to nance worker bene ts; their equity is
the asset accumulated by workers. A matching function relates unemployment,
hiring expenditure, and search e ort to the formation of jobs. In this context,
UI may bene t workers by helping them smooth their consumption, but it
also raises unemployment through its impact on the incentives of workers and
rms. A welfare calculation must furthermore consider the disutility of search
and work, and will be a ected by the presence of external e ects in search and
in capital accumulation.
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Section 3 parameterizes the model to t the relevant features of the U.S.
economy. Production and matching technology are calibrated from aggregate share parameters and from previous studies of aggregate matching. The
disutility of work can be identi ed from the wage bargaining equation. The
parameters relating job search e ort to the probability of job nding are chosen to match stylized facts from microeconomic studies of the unemployment
spells of workers eligible for UI.
The results of the numerical simulation, which appear in the fourth section
of the paper, mostly fail to show great potential for welfare gains from UI
on the basis of consumption smoothing. In our more risk averse simulations,
relatively large consumption smoothing bene ts are sometimes observed, but
with logarithmic utility only the average level of consumption appears to be
signi cant for workers' well-being. Other less obvious considerations also play
an important role in the net welfare outcome; much of the gain from UI is found
to come from decreases in the disutility of work, and a variety of externalities
are important in some of our calculations. The minor scope for consumption
smoothing in our model is attributable to the high degree of self-insurance
occurring in equilibrium. However, we also consider evidence that our model,
which includes no heterogeneity of worker types, may overstate equilibrium
self-insurance and thus understate the bene ts of UI.
One of the main contributions of this paper is that it adds the e ects of
endogenous search intensity to a general equilibrium UI framework, whereas
previous papers have focused on the tradeo between consumption smoothing
and tax distortions on hiring. Thus it treats what may well be the primary
concern expressed about UI programs, and in doing so it uni es the theoretical
approaches to UI based on search, precautionary savings, and moral hazard.
The primary diculty in solving our main numerical model| besides computer
time| is not the theoretical apparatus needed to include endogenous search
intensity, but rather nding an appropriate parameterization. Hence we make
a second contribution by showing, in the third section, how the parameters
of unobservable search intensity can be identi ed from the e ects of policy
experiments on labor market outcomes. The third reason this study should
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be of interest is simply that the framework employed can be judged against a
considerable number of empirical implications; overall, we can reproduce many
aspects of the economy quite successfully with the model used here.

1.1 Relation to the literature
A large empirical literature exists on the tendency of UI to increase unemployment. Meyer (1990) nonparametrically estimates job nding rates and
shows signi cant negative e ects of the replacement ratio (the ratio of the UI
bene t to the wage) on job nding. He also demonstrates that job nding
increases as a worker's time of UI eligibility runs out; he nds a clear spike in
job nding at the end of eligibility. Feldstein (1978) and Anderson and Meyer
(1994) measure the role of imperfectly experience rated UI as a subsidy to
temporary layo s. A number of papers analyze policy changes and controlled
experiments, such as Meyer (1995), who reviews experimental policies that involved paying a bonus to those who found jobs quickly, and Solon (1985), who
studies the e ect of imposing income taxes on UI bene ts. Papers attempting
to quantify the bene ts of UI include Dynarski and She rin (1987), Hamermesh and Slesnick (1995), and Gruber (1994). Gruber nds signi cant drops in
consumption due to unemployment, and nds that higher replacement ratios
cushion this drop. Ehrenberg and Oaxaca (1976) ask whether UI also leads to
the eventual acceptance of higher-wage jobs, but do not nd this e ect.
This paper does not analyze empirical data, but instead constructs a numerical model which will be calibrated for consistency with some of the empirical studies listed above. As mentioned earlier, three main frameworks have
been used to construct previous UI models| the theories of job search, moral
hazard, and precautionary savings. We now discuss each of these types of
models in turn, with reference to previous studies of UI and their relation to
the present model.
Theoretical analyses of the costs of UI are based on the presumption that
increasing UI bene ts will raise unemployment. Probably the most widely
accepted way of endogenizing unemployment is the job search framework, as
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discussed in Mortensen (1986) and Pissarides (1990), which explicitly takes into
account the time costs or other costs involved in nding work opportunities.
The levels of vacancies and unemployment| or more generally, the levels of
recruitment activity by rms and job search activity by workers| are assumed
to determine the rate at which new job matches are formed in the economy.
From an individual's point of view, then, the time required to nd a job is an
exponential random variable, and from an economy-wide perspective, there is
always some fraction of the workforce which is unemployed, that is, which is
waiting for job opportunities.
General equilibrium search models, such as Pissarides (1987) and Mortensen and Pissarides (1994), shed light on a number of macroeconomic issues
such as the business cycle dynamics of unemployment and vacancies. Andolfatto (1996) shows how labor market search can help explain business cycle
patterns of productivity correlation. These models can also be used to study
how unemployment will be a ected by labor market policies like UI. Millard
and Mortensen (1994) analyze the impact of UI replacement ratios and benet eligibility durations on the US and UK unemployment rates. Sargent and
Ljungqvist (1995) use a partial equilibrium model to show that UI can lead
to high, persistent unemployment if human capital depreciates during unemployment. A recent empirical treatment of search theory is Yashiv (1997), who
uses generalized method of moments estimation to t both rm and worker
matching behavior in the Israeli economy.
These general equilibrium matching papers focus primarily on rms' willingness to hire workers, given the government's labor market policies. However,
UI also a ects the unemployment rate through workers' incentives to nd jobs.
Note that if workers' search activity were entirely observable, this would not
be a concern; the provider of UI could simply require the worker to undertake
an appropriate level of job nding activity as a condition of bene t payment.
In fact, U.S. workers are required to demonstrate that they are engaged in job
search in order to receive UI payments.1 Nonetheless the literature makes the
1 There is evidence that these requirements are at least partially e ective; cutting back

requirements to report job search activity caused large increases in unemployment spell
length in an experiment described in Meyer (1995).
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reasonable assumption that this requirement is not entirely e ective. Instead,
a moral hazard problem exists; raising UI will decrease worker search incentives, and given the imperfect ability to monitor search activity, search and job
nding will decrease. Note also that moral hazard models necessarily include
a cost of working or searching, which must be taken into account in a welfare
analysis; in fact, we will nd these costs to be quantitatively important for our
evaluation of UI.
Rather like the early partial equilibrium search papers, the moral hazard
model of Hansen and Imrohoroglu (1992) features an economy in which workers choose whether to accept randomly arriving job o ers. Workers in their
equilibrium prefer to remain unemployed rather than working, as long as they
retain their unemployment bene ts; also, they lose their bene ts with probability less than one even if they turn down an o er, which means that they
are less willing to accept jobs as UI is increased. An alternative formulation of
moral hazard is adopted here, as in Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1994) and Chapter 4 of Pissarides (1990). In the equilibrium of this paper, a worker always
prefers to accept a job once she nds one, but the probability of nding a job is
a function of the e ort devoted by the worker to job search, and this e ort has
a disutility cost. At the aggregate level, the rate at which new job matches are
formed will be a function of rms' hiring activity, the number of unemployed
workers, and also the search e ort of the unemployed. Because we will assume
search activity cannot be observed, search e ort will fall, and unemployment
will rise, when an increase in UI lowers the net bene ts of nding a job.
Paradoxically, most of the literature studying the e ects of UI on unemployment is incapable of addressing the intended bene ts of UI, because utility
has usually been assumed linear, for the sake of analytical tractability.2 There
is no reason to provide insurance in an economy of consumers with linear
utility, since such consumers care only about the expected present discounted
value of income, not about its time path or variability. With concave utility, however, smoother consumption matters; transfer of income from states in
2 Hansen and Imrohoroglu (1992) are an exception to this rule.
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which a consumer is well o to states in which she is poor improve her lifetime
utility even if they have no e ect on the expected present value of her income.
UI may provide a way of smoothing consumption, both by insuring the level
of income, and, if there are liquidity constraints, by allowing individuals to
consume more than their income in early periods if necessary.
Even with concave utility, however, the scope for bene ts from UI may be
limited by the availability of other methods for smoothing consumption, such
as precautionary saving. The precautionary saving literature therefore examines the e ectiveness of self-insurance through asset accumulation. Kimball
(1990) discusses the role of a positive third derivative of utility in such precautionary saving behavior, a restriction satis ed by the constant relative risk
aversion utility function that appears in our calculations. Carroll (1992) and
Deaton (1991,1992) also contain extensive discussions of precautionary saving
and related behavior based on liquidity constraints. A number of authors have
also studied the response of precautionary savings and consumption variability
to the provision of various types of social welfare or insurance bene ts. Engen and Gruber (1995) evaluate the e ects of UI on asset holdings. Hubbard,
Skinner, and Zeldes (1995) show that means-tested social bene t programs
can help account for the fact that many of the poor have very low asset levels. Rendon (1996) studies empirical and theoretical relations between asset
holding, unemployment, and wages.
The main diculty that has discouraged previous use of concave utility in
search models of unemployment is that the precautionary saving it implies will
cause individuals to accumulate di erent amounts of wealth depending on their
luck in the labor market.3 Workers who have accumulated larger quantities of
assets are both richer and more e ectively insured, and hence behave di erently
from those with fewer assets. To describe the overall state of the economy,
then, and to predict aggregate behavior, it is necessary to know the entire
distribution of assets across agents. For standard utility functions, such as
3 With linear utility, since the time path of consumption is irrelevant for behavior, we can

without loss of generality assume that all income is consumed immediately. Thus workers
remain e ectively identical regardless of their past labor market histories.
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constant relative risk aversion, even partial equilibrium precautionary savings
models like Zeldes (1989) require a numerical, rather than analytical solution.
In general equilibrium the numerical solution must be performed repeatedly,
for each new candidate price vector, as one searches for an equilibrium.
Combining these considerations with search models creates further diculties, for in search models, standard competitive price-taking arguments do not
apply. Wages are instead assumed to be set by bargaining; several speci cations of the bargaining problem have been considered in Binmore, Rubinstein,
and Wolinsky (1982) and in Wolinsky (1987). The bargaining incentives will in
general depend on asset holdings, and thus wage outcomes should vary across
individuals according to asset holdings, a fact which is unfortunately usually
ignored in macroeconomic models.
A number of authors have attempted to combine general equilibrium UI
models with concave utility. An early paper is the two-period model of Baily
(1978). Hansen and Imrohoroglu (1992) allow for precautionary savings in a
model with an exogenous probability of receiving a job o er. More recently,
Valdivia (1995) numerically solves a general equilibrium job search model of
UI with precautionary savings and xed search intensity. Costain (1995) nds
an analytical solution for the distribution of assets in a more stylized model of
search and precautionary savings, for the special case of exponential utility and
xed search intensity. In both these papers, however, the lack of endogenous
search activity is a major drawback. Both assume variation in job formation
comes only from rms' hiring incentives, not from workers' choice of job search
e ort| and thus are unable to address one of the most important potential
problems arising from a UI policy.
The diculty of adding endogenous search to a numerical UI model is
not theoretical. It involves de ning an additional choice variable, and thus is
somewhat computationally burdensome, but the real problem lies in the fact
that workers' search e ort is unobserved, so that there is little direct evidence
to guide the choice of the parameters relating search activity to disutility and
to job nding probabilities. However, we will show in some detail in this paper
how, for a reasonable choice of functional form, the relevant parameters can
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be identi ed from evidence on the e ects of UI policy on unemployment spell
durations.
Finally, we should note that general equilibrium UI models are now an
active area of research involving several other authors. Papers include Alvarez
and Veracierto (1996), Zhang (1996), Judd and Solnick (1995), Albrecht and
Vroman (1997), and Acemoglu and Shimer (1997).

2 The model and algorithm
We begin with a summary of the model which we will use to compare the costs
and bene ts of UI. The UI program we will consider pays bene ts over the
rst two periods of any unemployment spell, cutting o payments thereafter.
It is nanced by a tax on rms, levied on the basis of a xed payment per
employee. Our policy analysis will examine how steady state average utility
changes as the level of UI bene ts paid is altered.
Since we wish to model the bene ts of an insurance program, we choose a
utility function such that workers display risk aversion in consumption. The
constant relative risk aversion utility function we use also implies prudence,
which means that workers will engage in precautionary saving; this potential
for self-insurance may reduce the scope for welfare improvements from UI.
As discussed above, this precautionary asset accumulation also complicates
the solution of the model by requiring us to calculate a distribution of asset
holdings across individuals. Workers live for a xed number of periods, and for
the sake of realism in our asset distribution we assume that they are retired
over the last periods of their lives, during which time they receive a xed social
security payment.
To study the e ects of UI on the unemployment rate, we endogenize the
probability of unemployment by means of a general equilibrium search model.
The rate of match formation in our economy is a function of the amount of
hiring activity by rms, the number of unemployed workers, and the search
e ort of unemployed workers.
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Firms' incentives to hire workers will be a ected by a UI program because
the taxes used to nance UI will make labor more costly. Furthermore, since
expenditure on hiring is a form of investment, undertaken in expectation of
future returns, rms' willingness to hire will be a decreasing function of the
interest rate. Taxes and interest rates will similarly a ect capital purchases by
rms. The interest rate will be determined in general equilibrium by workers'
demand for assets and the supply of assets in the form of (riskless) rm equity.
UI will also drive up the unemployment rate by decreasing the cost, to
workers, of being unemployed. Workers are assumed to experience a xed level
of disutility from work e ort when employed, and a variable level of disutility
from their choice of search e ort when unemployed. A higher choice of search
e ort implies a higher probability of job nding; the moral hazard problem in
our model arises from our assumption that search is unenforceable because it
cannot be observed. We will ignore the possibility of quitting a job to collect
UI bene ts, which amounts to assuming that quits can be distinguished from
layo s. Note nally that our overall welfare conclusions about UI must account
not only for its e ects on utility from consumption, but also for its impact on
the disutility expended on search and work.

2.1 The worker's problem
For computational reasons, the worker's situation will be described as a discrete
time, discrete choice problem. However, this is intended as an approximation
to a continuous problem featuring a worker with the instantaneous utility
function
1 c ; DS s ; DW 1
f=1g

over consumption c and search e ort s. Here  1, DS  0, DW  0, and
1f=1g is an index function which equals one when the individual is employed
and zero otherwise. The individual has a nite, deterministic lifetime, with
a working life of T periods followed by T R periods of retirement, and utility
discount rate  > 0. The transition from employment to unemployment arrives
with xed probability  per unit of time; the transition back to employment
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occurs with variable probability sZ per unit of time. The worker faces wage
w, unemployment bene t bU , social security bene t bR, and interest rate r.
Unemployment bene ts are paid for the rst two periods of any unemployment
spell.
For the discrete model used in this paper, assume that an individual's
lifetime utility function is de ned over an integer number of time steps T + T R;
in the rst T steps, the worker is in the labor force, while during the last T R
steps, she is retired. A new generation of I=(T + T R) workers is born at
each integer time, so that the total population at any moment is I . We will
write I W  IT=(T + T R) for the number of individuals of working age. The
generation which works in periods t to t + T ; 1 and is retired in periods t + T
to t + T + T R ; 1 will be called generation t.
A worker chooses a rate of consumption at each point in her life; during
periods of unemployment in her working life, she also chooses a level of search
intensity. We require that consumption c, the search e ort s, and beginning-ofperiod asset holdings a (prior to that period's labor income and expenditures)
each be an element of an appropriate nite set:

c 2 C  f0; ; 2; : : :; cmaxg
s 2 S  f0; exp(min); exp(min + ); : : : ; exp(max)g
a 2 A  f;amin; ;amin + ; : : :; 0; : : :; amax ; ; amaxg
where , , min, max, cmax, amin , and amax are all positive constants.4;5
Likewise, the worker's employment state  takes one of ve discrete values.
We write  = 1 if the worker is employed. The rst and second periods of an
unemployment spell are given by  = 2 and  = 3, respectively;  = 4 refers
to the third and later periods of an unemployment spell, when the worker is
ineligible for UI. Finally,  = 5 means that the worker has retired.
4 In the last period of life the worker consumes all her remaining endowment, which need

not be an integral multiple of .
5 We make use of the constant step size of consumption  in speeding up calculation; by
contrast, there is no computational disadvantage in allowing exponential levels of s.
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Since we will only consider the economy in an aggregate steady state, it
suces to write policy functions without mention of aggregate variables. Consumption and search can be written as cg (a; ; t) and sg (a; ; t) for a member
of generation g at time g  t < g + T + T R with beginning-of-period assets a
and employment status . Consumption behavior cg (:; :; :) will determine the
worker's transition from one level of assets to another, given income. Sources
of income are the wage w, the unemployment bene t bU , and the social security bene t bR, as well as interest income earned at rate r on asset holdings.
End-of-period asset holdings are thus

a~g (a; ; t) = a + w1f=1g + bU 1f=2_=3g + bR1f=5g ; cg (a; ; t)
and expected assets next period are Ra~, where R  exp(r). We make small,

random adjustments to the asset accumulation process to ensure that assets
remain constrained to the grid set A.6
Search behavior sg (:; :; :) a ects the transition between the unemployed
and employed states during the rst T periods of life. Job loss will be treated
exogenously; a currently employed person of age T ; 1 or less becomes unemployed in the next period with probability 1 ; exp(;), and otherwise remains
employed. An unemployed person of age T ; 1 or less becomes employed in
the next period with probability 1 ; exp(;sZ ) if she chooses search intensity s; otherwise she remains unemployed. Here Z 2 [0; 1] is an exogenous
constant;  is an endogenous coecient which is related in equilibrium to the
unemployment rate and the level of recruitment by rms.7
6 Suppose assets at the end of period

t are a~t , so that expected asset holdings at the
beginning of period t + 1 are Ra~t , De ne (Ra~t ); and (Ra~t)+ to be the elements of set A
which bound Ra~t from below and from above, respectively. We require that realized asset
holdings at+1 at the start of period t + 1 take the following values:

a~t); with probability ;1 ((Ra~t )+ ; Ra~t )
at+1 = ((R
Ra~t)+ with probability ;1 (Ra~t ; (Ra~t ); )
7 Instead of the Poisson arrival rate

sZ per unit time assumed in the continuous time
problem, we specify the job nding probability as 1 ; exp(;sZ ) to ensure that the probability of nding a job within a quarter is bounded between zero and one. We ignore the
possibility of multiple job o ers in the discrete time interval.
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Table 1: The worker's problem


X
1
Max
;
t
S
W
(c0(at; t; t) + ) ; D s0(at; t; t) ; D 1f=1g
c0(:; :; :) 2 C E00t<T +T Re
s0(:; :; :) 2 S

subject to the asset transition equations:

c0(at; t; t) + ~at = at + w1f=1g + bU 1f=2_=3g + bR1f=5g
(

a~t); with prob: ;1 ((Ra~t)+ ; Ra~t)
and at+1 = ((R
Ra~t)+ with prob: ;1 (Ra~t ; (Ra~t); )
where a0 = 0 and aT +T R  0 for all histories:
Also subject to the employment transition equations:
pr(0 = 1) = p0; t = 5 for t  T
and for t 2 f0; 1; 2; :::; T ; 2g :
probability of unemployment at t + 1 if employed at t
= 1 ; exp(;)
probability of employment at t + 1 if unemployed
 at t
Z
= 1 ; exp ;s0(at; t; t)
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8at; t; t

The complete statement of the problem of a worker of generation 0 is given
in Table 1. The tiny constant  is added to consumption to ensure that utility
is nite even when consumption is zero. Note that welfare comparisons under
extremely low levels of UI are somewhat suspect, as they are sensitive to the
value of ; therefore in this paper we will instead focus on utility comparisons
between di erent non-trivial levels of UI. The variable po is the probability of
beginning life employed; although perhaps unrealistic, it is convenient in our
framework to allow this to be a positive number.8

2.2 The rm's problem
Firms act in the interest of their shareholders by maximizing the present value
of pro ts. They hire labor and purchase capital, and the net revenue above
their costs is paid out as dividends to shareholders. Like workers, rms are
active in a discrete set of times, but unlike workers, rms are in nitely lived,
and they face no uncertainty. That is, we assume that rms are suciently
large relative to workers that they can exploit the law of large numbers and
treat the probabilistic arrival of individual workers as a continuous, deterministic process. In an aggregate steady state, the rm's problem depends only
on its individual state variables, which are its stocks of capital and employees,
kt and nt. The rm's production function for gross output is Ant kt1; .
Firms adjust their stocks of capital and labor by expenditure on investment
it and hiring ht. Hiring leads to the arrival of new employees at rate qtht, where
qt is an endogenous coecient related in equilibrium to the search and hiring
e ort of all workers and rms. The fraction of capital which remains after one
period's depreciation is exp(;k ), and likewise the fraction of workers who are
still employed at the rm after a period is exp(;).
In choosing hiring, the rm takes as given a wage wt; we will discuss the
derivation of this endogenous variable below. It must also pay a tax t per
8 As we will see below, we allow the jobs of retiring workers to be inherited by newly

born workers so that the rm always faces a probability exp(; ) that a given match will
continue; we thus avoid the necessity that the rm take into account the age distribution of
its workers in choosing its hiring policy.
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employee which is used to nance UI and social security bene ts. Hence we
can state the rm's problem in terms of its value function V (nt; kt) as:


1
Max
1;
V (n ; k ) =
An k ; w n ;  n ; h ; i + V (n ; k )
t t

ht; it

t t

t t

t t

t

t

t+1 t+1

Rt

s.t. nt+1 = qtht + exp(;)nt
and kt+1 = it + exp(;k )kt
This problem yields the following pair of Euler equations:

Rt ; exp(;k ) = A(1 ; )nt kt;


Rt ; exp(;) = qt A nt ;1kt1; ; wt ; t

(1)


(2)
This formulation of the problem embodies constant returns to scale, both
in production and in the hiring and investment processes, an assumption which
is common in the general equilibrium matching literature. Given this assumption, the number and size of rms is indeterminate; we can think of economic
activity taking place in one large rm or in many of di erent sizes. All, however, will choose the same capital to labor ratio. The determinacy of the
capital to labor ratio, and the indeterminacy of the size of the rm, can both
be seen from the necessary conditions (1)-(2), in which labor and capital enter
only as a ratio, never independently.9

2.3 Wage determination.
Since this is a search model, where the formation of a match requires a prior
expenditure of time and e ort, there is a non-trivial gain in welfare, called the
match surplus, accruing to a worker and a rm when they become matched.
In simple competitive models of labor markets, a worker or rm can walk away
from any given wage o er to immediately nd the market wage, which implies
9 The constant returns to scale assumption makes this economy equivalent to one in

which \ rms" consist only of a single vacancy each. For a demonstration of the equivalence
of the one-on-one matching framework with a world of constant returns to scale rms, see
Pissarides (1990), Ch. 2.
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that there is no gain associated with being currently matched and that both
sides of the relation are forced to act as price takers. By contrast, in a search
model, the surplus must be divided on the basis of bilateral bargaining. In
this paper, we will impose a model of bargaining which is justi ed on the basis
of an extensive form alternating o ers game by Wolinsky (1987), who shows
that it is the most appropriate bargaining solution for a search model with
endogenous search intensity.10
The wage bargaining solution to be employed here is most easily explained
in a period-by-period context. The surplus for a given period is de ned to be
the di erence in the sum of the payo s of the worker and the rm depending
on whether or not work occurs that period; that is, the threat points of the
worker and the rm are those associated with a strike.11 The wage is derived
by assuming that xed fractions of this surplus accrue to the worker and the
rm, which also arises as a subgame perfect equilibrium of an alternating o ers
game played at the start of each period to determine that period's wage.
If work occurs, the marginal product A (k=n)1; is produced, and the
worker experiences disutility DW = (c ;1), where we have de ated by the worker's
current marginal utility of consumption to express the disutility in units comparable to the output of the rm. We will assume that the rm's tax bill is
una ected by a strike; hence the tax rate does not enter into the calculation of
the surplus associated with work relative to a strike. The worker's gain from
10A bargaining solution of this type was rst used by Shaked and Sutton (1984).
11The more common bargaining solution imposed in the search literature de nes the

surplus intertemporally as the di erence in the sum of the value functions of the worker
and the rm between the matched and unmatched states; that is, the threat points are
those associated with separation. As shown by Wolinsky (1987), such a solution cannot be
derived as a subgame perfect equilibrium of an alternating o ers game when search intensity
is endogenous. The intuition behind the result is that it is never a credible threat to separate
from a match with positive surplus, unless one has already obtained an o er to enter into
an alternative match. Moreover, it is also not a credible threat to incur the disutility costs
of searching for such an alternative match when, on the equilibrium path, both parties
expect an acceptable wage o er to be made immediately. Costain (1996) also discusses this
result, and shows that it can arise either from a single alternating o ers game played at the
beginning of the match, or from playing a new alternating o ers game at the start of each
period.
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working is her pay minus her disutility. Thus, if the worker's bargaining share
is , Nash bargaining implies:


wt ; DW ct1; = A nt ;1 kt1; ; DW ct1;
(3)
Equivalently, we obtain the simple wage equation:

wt = A nt ;1kt1; + (1 ; )DW ct1;

(4)
which shows that the wage is a weighted average of the marginal product of
labor and the disutility of work.
This wage is taken as given in the decision problems of the worker and the
rm. In equilibrium, strikes do not occur, even though it is the possibility of
a strike that determines this wage. Unfortunately, note that this bargaining
solution should in fact be a function of the asset holdings of the worker, since
chosen consumption, and hence marginal utility, will vary with assets. Like
Valdivia (1995), we will simplify the model by calculating the wage from (4)
relative to average consumption in the economy. In Costain (Nov. 1997),
several simple variations on our wage bargaining solution are explored, and
apparently subtle speci cation changes are shown to have a major impact on
the equilibrium.

2.4 Aggregate consistency conditions
Aggregate consistency between our descriptions of the problems of the worker
and the rm imposes some additional necessary conditions on our equilibium.
First, we require that the government follow a balanced budget at all times,
equating total taxes to expenditure on UI and social security:

ntt = I W utUI bU + (I ; I W )bR
(5)
for all t. The variable utUI represents the fraction of workers who are currently

in the rst or second period of an unemployment spell, and who are thus eligible
for UI bene ts.12
12Since the number of rms is indeterminate, we are using nt here to refer to the total

number of workers employed in the economy, as opposed to the number at a speci c rm;
we will use kt , ht, and it similarly below.
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To state market clearing conditions for this economy, we need to de ne a
distribution function for the number of workers g (a; ; t) from generation g
with asset holdings a and employment status  at time t. We normalize the
distribution so that the frequencies sum to the total number of workers:13
X

a;;g

g (a; ; t) = I

(6)

Using this notation, the goods market clearing condition can be written as
follows:
X
Ant kt1; ; it ; ht =
cg (a; ; t)g(a; ; t)
(7)
a;;g

for all t and in the steady state.
In writing the rm's problem, we have treated capital goods as assets held
by the rms, not by individuals. The natural asset to be held by individuals,
then, is the equity of the rms. In steady state, asset market consistency
requires that the total interest earnings by workers on end-of-period asset
holdings equal total dividend payments dt by rms. We can write this as
(R ; 1)

X

a;;g

a~g (a; ; t)g(a; ; t) = d = An k1; ; wn ; n ; h ; i (8)

Since there are no capital gains in steady state, requiring consistency of dividend earnings in this way also suces for consistency of stocks of assets held
in our economy.
The relevant rates of unemployment in our economy can be de ned as

utUI =
and

utTOT =

X

a;;g
X

a;;g

12f2;3gg (a; ; t)

(9)

12f2;3;4gg (a; ; t)

(10)

Equality of labor market stocks requires that

I W (1 ; utTOT ) = nt

(11)

13The summation is over a 2 A,  2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g, and over the set of g alive at t, but we

suppress this notation.
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Imposing consistency of separation ows is almost trivial since both workers
and rms are assumed to become separated with the same constant probability
(1 ; exp(;)). The only complication is that we must assume that fraction
exp(;) of the jobs held by retiring workers are inherited by newborn workers
in the next period; this ensures that rms need not consider the age distribution
of their workforce in choosing hiring and investment.
We also wish to ensure consistency of matching ows, and to ensure an
overall rate of matching which is an increasing, concave function of rms' hiring
activity, as well as of the number of unemployed and of their search activity.
We can achieve such a speci cation by de ning the matching coecients as
follows:


t  ht I W utTOT ;
(12)
X
q  1  (a; ; t)(1 ; exp(; s (a; ; t)Z ))
(13)
t

ht a;;g

g

t g

We assume that the exogenous parameters here satisfy  > 0 and  2 (0; 1).
With these de nitions, we have total matches formed per period equal to

qtht =

X

a;;g

g (a; ; t)(1 ; exp(;tsg (a; ; t)Z )) = (1 ; exp(;))n (14)

where the last equation holds only in steady state. For this matching function,
if all workers pick the same level of search e ort s, and if sZ is small, then
we have:
X

a;;g

g (a; ; t)(1 ; exp(;tsg (a; ; t)Z ))  h (I W uTOT )1; sZt

This approximation shows that the matching function has roughly constant
returns to scale in hiring and unemployment, and is also an increasing, concave
function of workers' search activity.
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2.5 Solution algorithm
Because of our choice of a constant relative risk aversion utility function, the
model under consideration has no analytical solution. In fact, calculating an
equilibrium of our economy necessarily implies nding a xed point of the
dynamics of the distribution of assets and employment across workers of all
ages. Since a distribution is a high-dimensional object, this is in general very
dicult, both in terms of calculating the dynamics and in terms of verifying
convergence. However, we now show that identifying a steady state equilibrium
of this economy can be reduced to a xed point problem in three numbers: the
interest factor R, the matching rate coecient , and the wage w. Table 2
outlines the algorithm used.
We calculate an equilibrium under the assumption that the government
has exogenously speci ed bene t levels bU and bR. The calculation begins by
guessing preliminary values for R, , and w. These ve numbers are all we need
to solve the individual's problem by dynamic programming, working backwards
from the last period of life, in which all remaining assets are consumed. The
policy function at each age de nes probabilities of transition from each state
(a; ) at age t to possible states at time t + 1. We can use these transition
probability matrices to calculate the overall distribution g (a; ; t) of assets
and employment by age.14
Given the solution to the worker's problem, we can calculate the labor
market variables uUI , uTOT , and n, from equations (9), (10), and (11). Average
consumption is
X
c =
g (a; ; t)cg(a; ; t)
a;;g

The government's budget constraint determines the tax rate  that is required
to nance the chosen bene t level:




 = I wuUI bU + (I ; I w)bR =n

(15)

14Note that the sequence of transition matrices from age 1 to age 2, age 2 to age 3, etc.,

can be multiplied to de ne longer horizon transition matrices from age 1 to any older age.
It is the eigenvector (with eigenvalue one) of the transition matrix from birth to retirement
that is used to calculate the probability p0 of being born employed.
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Table 2: The algorithm
0. Pick policy parameters bU , bR.
1. Make initial guesses of R, , and w.
2. Given R, , w, bU , and bR, solve the individual's problem by backwards
induction.
3. From the worker's policy functions, calculate the steady state distribution
of asset holdings and employment status by age.
4. From workers' steady state behavior, calculate n, uTOT , uUI ,  , and average
consumption c.
5. Use the rm's Euler equations and laws of motion (16)-(19), to calculate k,
q, h, and i.
6. Calculate new values for R, , and w from equations (20), (21), and (22).
7. If guessed and predicted values of R, , and w are suciently close, equilibrium has been found. If not, return to step 2.
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We can now calculate the implications of the rm's problem. The following
four equations are steady state versions of the Euler equations and the laws of
motion for labor and capital:

R ; exp(;) = A(1 ; )(n=k)


(16)


R ; exp(;k ) = q A (k=n)1; ; w ; 
(17)
qh = n (1 ; exp(;))
(18)
i = k (1 ; exp(;k ))
(19)
Since we already know R and n, equation (16) gives us k. (17) then determines
q, while the last two equations determine h and i.
Finally we have sucient information to check whether we have reached
an equilibrium by calculating new values for R, , and w:
1;
n ; i ; h)
R = 1 + (AnPk a~ ;(a;wn; ;
(20)
t)g(a; ; t)
a;;g g

 = h (I W uTOT );
w = A (k=n)1; + (1 ; )DW (c + )1;

(21)
(22)
These three equations merely repeat the asset market clearing condition (8),
the de nition of  (12), and the wage equation (4). A xed point of the three
equations (20)-(22) is a steady state equilibrium of the economy. Twenty
to thirty iterations of the loop stated in Table 2 typically suce, depending
on the accuracy of the initial guess; Newton's method is used to speed nal
convergence. The entire process takes two to six hours on the workstation
employed. Note that the simulations reported below are typically accurate to
four to ve signi cant gures. The degree of accuracy achieved suces for
clear welfare calculations.
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3 Parameterization
Some of the parameters that are crucial to this numerical exercise are not standard in the macroeconomic literature, so we will discuss the parameterization
in detail. A few parameter choices correspond to arbitrary normalizations;
some others can be observed directly. We then go on to discuss how the parameters of the production function can be approximately identi ed by trying
to match aggregate observable variables.
Next we will consider various parameters of the matching function and the
utility function. The parameters , , and will all be given conventional
values, which will allow us to use the wage equation (4) to t the disutility
of work DW . We choose the matching elasticity  on the basis of previous
aggregate empirical work, and we determine  by normalizing the units of
search intensity. Finally, the most challenging aspect of the parameterization
is the identi cation of DS and Z , which are level and elasticity parameters
relating workers' unobserved search intensity to matching probabilities. We
will show that the results of well-known experiments regarding the response
of workers' rates of job nding to changes in UI policy can shed light on these
parameters. While the identi cation is not very precise, we nd that small
changes in these parameters do not greatly alter our equilibrium. However, we
also perform a sensitivity analysis with respect to risk aversion which shows
that the value of is critical for our conclusions.
We should be cautious about such a model, which simpli es the economy by
allowing for only a single representative type of worker. This strategy implies
arbitrariness in some of our parameter choices; for example, though di erent
types of workers have very di erent rates of job loss, we pick a single constant
rate. Likewise, though di erent types of individuals have very di erent wealth
accumulation patterns in the US, we treat all capital as wealth held by workers
for life cycle or precautionary saving purposes.
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3.1 Normalizations and directly observable parameters
Without loss of generality, we state all quantities in per capita terms and
thus de ne I  1.15 We are also free to specify the goods unit; while this
normalization does not nail down one speci c parameter, we will pick the
technological parameters below in such a way as to achieve a level of aggregate
value added (approximately) equal to one. As a third normalization, we set
the time unit equal to a quarter, choosing T  180 and T R  60, which
corresponds to 45 years of working life from age 21 to age 65, followed by 15
years of retirement and death at age 80. This is somewhat longer than US life
expectancy, and thus might seem to overstate retirement savings incentives,
but is probably reasonable since we are ignoring other causes of saving, such
as uncertainty about length of life as well as bequest incentives.
We will choose a value of k  0:025 for the capital depreciation rate, or
approximately 10% per annum, which is a standard calibration in macroeconomic models. In considering the job separation rate , however, we must
confront the fact that our model of ex ante homogeneous workers is intended
to represent the very heterogeneous U.S. economy. Measurements of monthly
transition probabilities from unemployment to employment, for white males in
the US, include 0.0086 in Marston (1976) and 0.015 in Ehrenberg and Smith
(1994). Roughly on the basis of these numbers, we pick   0:04 at quarterly
rates. However, the ow rates for the young and for non-whites are substantially higher.16 Such diversity makes it impossible to calibrate a model to the
job loss and job nding rates of the median US worker and still obtain an
unemployment rate as high as that in the the US. Using our job loss rate of
15Table 5 describes the discretization, as well as other parameters. The minimum step

size for consumption and assets is 1/12, roughly one twelfth of quarterly per capita value
added, given our normalization of the goods unit. The dynamic programming problem
considers 425 levels of assets, 41 levels of consumption, and 17 levels of search intensity.
The minimum level of asset holdings is a debt of roughly two quarters' average income; this
imposes a binding, and probably realistic, borrowing constraint in equilibrium on a small
fraction of young workers.
16Note also that we are ignoring the fact that a large fraction of labor market transitions
are to and from a third state, \out of the labor force".
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0.04 (rather high for the median worker) we will nd, in our baseline calculations below, an average job nding rate of roughly 50% per quarter. Valdivia
(1995), on the other hand, chooses a job loss rate of 0.015 per quarter and
thus, to obtain an unemployment rate comparable to that in the US, chooses
a much lower job nding rate of 0.21 (rather low for the typical US worker.)
Either calibration represents a reasonable compromise, since neither model
allows for multiple types of workers.17

3.2 Aggregate identi cation of technology
We proceed to show that the parameters of the production function, A and
, can be identi ed by attempting to match a number of aggregate variables,
if we also choose a normalization of the goods variable. Our normalization of
the goods unit is chosen so that in equilibrium, value added is approximately
equal to one. The aggregate equilibrium quantities that we will target include
the following: an interest rate of 1.5% per quarter, an investment rate i =
0:2, unemployment at u = 0:06, and labor's share of income equal to 0.65.
Matching these targets will imply that the capital stock is

k = i=(1 ; exp(;)) = 8:1
quarters of value added.18
The employment level is

I W (1 ; uTOT ) = 0:705
We impose unemployment and social security bene ts of 0.33, in the goods
unit of the model. This implies a tax rate of

 = (I W uUI bU + (1 ; I W )bR)=n = 0:138
17Note that, for a given equilibrium u, the calibration used here, which is more nearly

i.i.d. due to its quicker transitions, will be more amenable to self insurance than that of
Valdivia; it will also have more of its unemployed eligible for UI, since individuals are more
likely to nd a job before bene ts run out.
18This is somewhat low relative to US data, but we will see later that a low estimate of
capital is helpful to reconcile the rm's side of the model with the individual's side.
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per worker, assuming that uUI and uTOT are similar. Since these tax payments
should be classi ed as non-wage bene ts, they should be included in labor's
share. Hence we have
(w +  )=value added = labor's share
and our implied target value for the wage is

w = (labor's share)(value added)=n ;  = 0:784
The replacement ratio, and similarly the ratio of social security bene ts to the
wage, is then 0:33=0:784 = 0:421. This is reasonable, since Engen and Gruber
(1995) calculate the replacement ratio at 44%.
A less commonly considered quantity is the fraction of output spent on
hiring. One estimate is that of Barron, Black, and Lowenstein (1989),19 who
estimate that approximately one month of labor time (partly time of the hiree,
and partly time of pre-existing employees) is spent on a typical hire, including
basic job training, in a mostly low-wage sample. If we assume that a typical
job lasts ve years (roughly consistent with our ) then this implies that 1/60
of the duration of a typical job is devoted to hiring activities. Valuing labor
time in accordance with the labor share mentioned above, this means that
approximately 1% of GDP is spent on recruitment activity. We will therefore
set a target level of h = 0:01 for this model.20
The preceding information on the values of , k , n, k, h, R, w, and 
now allows us to use the implications of the rm's problem, together with our
normalization of the goods unit, to calculate the parameters A and that
characterize the production function. The rst equation below normalizes
the goods unit; the second and third are the Euler equations from the rm's
problem, as stated previously in (1) and (2).

An k1; ; h = 1

(23)

19As summarized in Ehrenberg and Smith (1994).

20Nickell (1986) gives roughly similar estimates of the time costs of hiring, but emphasizes

the great heterogeneity which exists across worker types. Note also that it is also unclear
how much, if any, of job training expenditure should be included in the role of a hiring cost.
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;)) 4A
R ; exp(;) = (1 ; exp(
h
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n

!1;

;w;
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(24)

 

R ; exp(;k) = A(1 ; ) nk

(25)
Clearly, with three equations and two unknowns, the system is overidenti ed, so we will not be able to nd A and that t the equations exactly.
Instead, we minimize the sum of squared di erences between the left- and
right-hand sides of these equations, and nd optimal technology parameters
of A  0:63 and  0:67 approximately.21 The value of found is clearly
consistent with other studies which, in a competitive equilibrium framework,
simply equate labor's share to the elasticity of output with respect to the labor
input.22
Note that our parameterization has relied on assumptions about the values
of some general equilibrium variables, such as the interest rate. Since the
production function parameters we have identi ed will not yield the desired
rm behavior unless our assumptions about the general equilibrium variables
are correct, we now brie y consider whether asset demand is likely to match
supply at the assumed interest rate. In our model, the supply of assets is the
total value of rms, which can be shown to equal

h
i
n +k
a = 1 ; exp(
+
=
;) 1 ; exp(;k)
q
With our parameterization, we have k = 8:1, n = 0:705, and q = 3:1, so total
asset supply is a = 8:33. To approximate asset demand by individuals, assume
21The second and third equations were scaled up by a factor of 10 to ensure that percentage

deviations in all three equations would carry roughly equal weight.
22We can also check the consistency of the three equations by calculating the capital to
labor ratio they will imply under our target interest factor R = 1:015. From equation (25),
we have:
k =  A(1 ; ) 1= = 12:02
n
R ; exp(; )
k

which is close to our target value of 11.49. The parameterization is also fairly consistent in
terms of its implications for the marginal product of labor, which is 0.941 if the capital to
labor ratio is 11.49, versus 0.955 if the capital to labor ratio is 12.02.
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that the utility discount rate  is equal to the interest rate r = 0:015, and that
uUI = uTOT  u. Assume there is no uncertainty, so that workers consume a
constant amount, and that workers have income yW  w(1 ; u) + bU u during
their working lives and income bR = bU during retirement. It can then be
shown that the value of peak assets will be
"

#

(w ; bU )(1 ; u) 1 ; e;rT R (erT ; 1) = 21:1
rT
;rT R

r

e ;e

in units of quarterly per capita value added. Average assets will be
h
i
1
(w ; bU )(1 ; u) 
rT ; 1)T R ; (1 ; e;rT R )T = 7:76
(
e
R
r(T + T R) erT ; e;rT
Actual asset holdings in our model will be somewhat higher, since this approximation ignores the precautionary motive; hence it appears that asset supply
and demand should be consistent at r = 0:015.23

3.3 Search technology and utility
We are now ready to take a closer look at preferences and search parameters.
Since we are targetting an interest rate of 1.5%, we will set the discount rate at
  0:015. We will set the risk aversion parameter at  0, implying logarithmic utility, though we will also report sensitivity analyses as this parameter
is both important and controversial. For the bargaining share parameter, we
choose the natural baseline  0:5, implying equal bargaining power between
the rm and the worker. These three parameters now suce to determine the
level of work disutility implied by the wage. By rearranging the wage equation
(4), we derive:24
;1 
;1

DW = 1c ; w ; A n ;1k1; = 00:8:5 (0:784 ; 0:5  0:941) = 0:78
23See Table 10 below for comparable observations on US asset holdings.
24As stated previously, we are using economy-wide average consumption to compute

marginal utility.
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This wage equation can be seen to imply a tight relationship between the
parameterization of and that of DW ; when we perform sensitivity analyses
with respect to below, we will vary DW too in order to ensure a reasonable
equilibrium wage.
We choose the matching elasticity  for consistency with Blanchard and
Diamond's (1989) study of the relation between unemployment, recruitment,
and match formation. They regress aggregate matching rates on unemployment and on vacancies, as proxied by help-wanted advertising, and nd elasticity estimates of roughly 0.45 and 0.55, respectively, failing to reject constant
returns to scale. We assume vacancies created by rms are directly proportional to rms' hiring expenditure, which means that our exponent  on h
corresponds to their exponent of 0.55 on vacancies.25 On the worker's side,
the exponent 1 ;  on u corresponds to Blanchard and Diamond's elasticity
of 0.45 only if unobserved search activity z is uncorrelated with u. We will
assume this is the case, on the grounds that a recession, when u is high, both
increases search activity by making people feel poorer and decreases it since a
higher u implies that search is less e ective.
We can t one more matching parameter by noting that the units of search
e ort can be arbitrarily rescaled. The scale of the unit of search e ort a ects s,
, , and DS , but no other variables; nailing down the value of any one of these
quantities determines the scale of the others. We will choose a normalization
which sets the equilibrium level of search e ort s roughly, but not exactly,
equal to one (of course, s varies across individuals in equilibrium.) In steady
state, total matches must equal total job loss:

I W (1 ; uTOT )(1 ; exp(;)) =

X

a;;g

h

i

g (a; ; t) 1 ; exp(;sg (a; ; g)Z )

25Yashiv (1997) regresses aggregate matches on measures of unemployment and vacancies

from Israeli employment agency data and obtains results consistent with those of Blanchard
and Diamond. However, he also ts the rm's problem by GMM and nds that vacancies
are not directly proportional to hiring expenditure; instead, the total cost of hiring is a very
convex function of the number of vacancies created. Interestingly, this calls into question
all standard general equilibrium matching models which, like this paper, assume constant
returns to scale in production and a constant cost of vacancy creation. Unfortunately we
cannot pursue this observation further here.
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h

i

 I W uTOT 1 ; exp(;sZ )

where s is the average level of s. If s = 1, this would imply that
TOT )(1 ; exp(; )) !
(1
;
u
 = ; log 1 ;
= 0:95

uTOT

when uTOT = 0:06; hence this will be our target level for equilibrium . Then,
from equation (12),  must be given by
!

W uTOT 
I
 = 
= 2:2
h
This is our calibration of , which xes the units of s, , and DS .

3.4 Identifying the impact of search e ort
The two search disutility parameters which remain to be identi ed are critical
for the model; DS determines the cost of search and is thus related to the
level of unemployment in equilibrium, while the elasticity Z will govern how
strongly unemployment responds to changed labor market policies. We now
discuss several types of empirical observations that can help us identify these
parameters. First, we wish to achieve an unemployment rate of roughly 6%.
Second, we review the results of a variety of studies showing how job nding
rates vary with the UI replacement ratio and with a worker's remaining duration of UI bene ts. Third, we note that Z and DS may also have implications
for other observables in our model, such as the response of consumption to job
loss. We will try to match all these implications of the model by appropriate
choice of Z and DS .
One study which sheds light on the diculty of job nding is Meyer (1990),
who looks at changes in job nding as UI bene ts expire. In a sample of US
workers from 1978 to 1983, Meyer shows that there is a 50% chance of job
nding in the second-to-last quarter of UI eligibility. This probability rises to
61% in the last quarter of eligibility, and to a quarterly rate of 69% over the
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last six weeks of eligibility.26 We are inclined to accept the higher rate of 69%
as a better estimate of the change in individual job nding rates, since the
actual rise in job nding probability may be masked by a selection e ect, as
those least likely to nd a job are a larger part of the sample at longer spell
lengths.
Solon (1985) documents changes in unemployment spells resulting from
the imposition of UI bene ts on high-wage workers in 1978, prior to which all
bene ts had been untaxed. The workers in this sample faced a replacement
ratio of somewhat under 50%, and the tax rate to which they were exposed by
the new policy was around 22%-30%, so that the replacement ratio e ectively
fell by 0.25*0.5 = 12.5 percentage points. Solon estimates that this led to a 1.2
week decline in the length of the average UI-eligible spell27 for such workers,
about 1/10 of their initial value, which was roughly one quarter. A fall in spell
lengths by a factor of 1/10 corresponds to a fall in the unemployment rate by
the same factor, that is, by 0.006 if unemployment is 0.06. This translates into
a drop in unemployment by 0.0005 for each drop of 0.01 in the replacement
ratio.28
In another paper, Meyer (1995) documents the results of a series of policy
experiments in various U.S. states in the mid-1980s in which UI claimants
were paid a cash bonus for nding jobs quickly. Typically, $500 was paid
for job nding within the rst quarter of unemployment; such a payment
tended to decrease spell lengths by half a week or by one week. With our
quarterly model, the e ects of this payment should closely resemble those of
the UI bene t level, since both involve a second-quarter payment that a ects
search in the rst period. In our model, the rst period's UI bene t does not
26These gures are calculated from the weekly job nding rates reported in Table IV of

Meyer (1990).
27In a more tentative calculation, he also estimates that total spells fell by two weeks.
28Note that it is somewhat unclear whether this should be interpreted as a general equilibrium or partial equilibrium change: the reforms in question a ected a large minority of
workers, and the samples of spells that Solon studies before and after the policy change are
separated by about a year.
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directly a ect search behavior, while the second period of UI lowers rst period
search; similarly, a bonus payment raises rst period search by an amount
which should have the same dollar-for-dollar impact as the (second period) UI
bene t level.29 For comparability to Solon, note that $500 in 1985 dollars is
worth $320 in 1978 dollars, or about $320/$2500 = 0.13 of quarterly income in
Solon's context. The drop in spell lengths is roughly 1/20 of a quarter| that
is, roughly 1/20 of the average spell length| and thus should imply a drop in
the unemployment rate by 0.05*0.06 = 0.003. Assuming that this is perfectly
comparable to a change in the replacement ratio, this means that a change of
0.01 in the replacement ratio should lead to a change in the unemployment
rate of 0.003/13 = 0.00023, about half the e ect we estimated from Solon's
paper.
In Tables 3 and 4, we illustrate the approximate range of Z and DS values
that best match these empirical observations. The level parameter DS is tied
down quite closely, at around 0.15 or 0.2. The elasticity parameter is less well
identi ed, yielding broadly similar results when it is around two times DS , in
a range from 0.2 to 0.6.
Table 3 shows the impact of the parameter DS . Raising DS makes search
more costly, and thus when DS is at 0.3 or above, u quickly rises to levels
substantially higher than those we are aiming for. The e ect of lowering DS is
somewhat more paradoxical. We would probably expect a lower DS simply to
decrease the rate of unemployment. Instead, we nd that the rate of secondquarter unemployment rises substantially, while post-UI unemployment falls.
The explanation is that low utility costs of search make it very easy to nd a
job during the second period of unemployment. The incentive to search in the
rst period of unemployment, when another period of UI is still assured, is thus
diminished; instead, many agents search very little in the rst period, making
29More accurately, this argument overstates the comparability of the results of the two

papers. Since actual search decisions are made continually, rather than at a quarterly
frequency, rst-quarter UI bene ts will also impact search behavior, so that a dollar change
in the bonus experiment is not really equally e ective as a dollar change in the UI bene t
level. This helps explain why the apparent e ect of monetary incentives in Meyer's context
is smaller than that we calculate from Solon's paper.
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Table 3: E ects of DSS when Z =S 0:4.
D = 0:1 D = 0:2 DS = 0:3
Std dev of consumption
0.0695
0.0723
0.0746
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9492
0.9508
0.9483
Cert eq of cons/avg cons
0.9956
0.9958
0.9951
Cons innov due to job loss
-2.81% -3.50% -3.43%
Total unemployment
0.0731
0.0763
0.0787
1st qtr unemp
0.0363
0.0362
0.0361
2nd qtr unemp
0.0236
0.0229
0.0228
Post-UI unemp
0.0132
0.0173
0.0196
1st qtr prob of job nding
0.3571
0.3664
0.3698
2nd qtr prob of job nding
0.6384
0.5650
0.5312
Post-UI prob of job nding
0.6472
0.5762
0.5438
Change in u from raised UI
0.0043
0.0025
0.0021
Frac not searching in rst qtr
0.0879
0.0298
0.0252
second-period unemployment almost as high as rst-period unemployment,
and then search very hard in the second period of unemployment, so that
post-UI unemployment is low. This implies a pattern of job nding that
con icts with the ndings of Meyer (1990). At DS = 0:1, we observe that the
probability of job nding in the rst period of unemployment is 36%, while
in the second period it rises to 64%, which is much too large an increase
in probability. At DS = 0:2, the probabilities are 37% and 57%, respectively;
these are both lower than we would like, but they involve a jump in job nding
of reasonable magnitude.
The second-to-last line of Table 3 also reports the change in the worker's
probability of unemployment when the UI bene t is raised from 0.33 to 0.36,
which is roughly a rise of four percentage points in the replacement ratio.
This is a purely partial equilibrium calculation of the worker's response to UI,
holding R, , and w xed. We showed above that according to Solon's data, a
1% rise in the replacement ratio should lead to a change in unemployment of
0.0005; so we should expect a change of 0.002 here. The DS = 0:2 and DS = 0:3
cases match this prediction very well, while the change in unemployment of
0.0043 in the DS = 0:1 case again shows too much sensitivity in the response
to UI for consistency with the data.
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Table 4: E ects of Z when DS = 0:2.
Z = 0:4 Z = 0:6 Z = 0:8
Std dev of consumption
0.0723 0.0707 0.0702
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9508 0.9603 0.9642
Cert eq of cons/avg cons
0.9958 0.9958 0.9959
Cons innov due to job loss
-3.50% -2.96% -2.87%
Total unemployment
0.0763 0.0760 0.0749
1st qtr unemp
0.0362 0.0362 0.0363
2nd qtr unemp
0.0229 0.0244 0.0253
Post-UI unemp
0.0173 0.0155 0.0132
1st qtr prob of job nding
0.3664 0.3278 0.3013
2nd qtr prob of job nding
0.5650 0.6094 0.6556
Post-UI prob of job nding
0.5762 0.6151 0.6597
Change in u from raised UI
0.0025 0.0021 0.0038
Frac not searching in rst per 0.0298 0.0221 0.0240
In Table 4, we look at the impact of a rise in Z . As we raise Z , we see a
pattern emerging similar to that discussed above: second period unemployment
rises, while post-UI unemployment falls, as people search less hard initially in
the knowledge that they can nd jobs easily later on. In fact, in some of our
calculations, a rise in Z was observed to raise second-period unemployment
suciently to lead to a rise in overall unemployment. Another problematic
observation as we raise Z is the innovation in consumption which results from
job loss. Gruber (1994) reports that workers' consumption typically falls by
7% upon job loss, and by much more at lower replacement ratios. Hence all
of our calculations imply an innovation which is substantially too small| and
raising Z only makes the innovation smaller.30 The explanation for the smaller
innovation is again related to the ease of job nding; workers need not cut back
so strongly on consumption when they are con dent of quickly nding a job.
30The small consumption innovation in our calculations may be partly explained by the

separability between consumption utility and work disutility assumed in our statement of
the worker's problem. If workers actually have a somewhat greater need for consumption
expenditure when working, this would make observed consumption innovations larger than
those calculated from the model, even if the model is otherwise correctly calibrated.
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On the basis of this variety of observations and calculations, we will work
with Z = 0:4 and DS = 0:2 as our baseline parameterization. Since these
values are not very precisely identi ed by the data, we will report several
speci cations for robustness, but this does not change our results greatly.31
Unfortunately, no speci cation matches the data as closely as we would like.
Search is under all these parameters somewhat too low, resulting in unemployment rates higher than intended; but as discussed above, lowering DS or
raising Z leads to unrealistically high employment elasticities without lower
unemployment. Also, consumption innovations are everywhere too low. We
will come back to consider the importance of these failures of the model after
we analyze the results of several equilibrium calculations.

4 Results and conclusions

4.1 Characteristics of the baseline model
Before studying the impact of UI, we describe our baseline equilibrium. We
pay particular attention to the aggregate observations which we targeted in
our parameterization, and we also analyze the distributions of consumption
and asset holdings. Recall that the baseline assumes payments of 0.33 to the
unemployed and retired; in the equilibrium reported here, this is 34.4% of
value added, or 42.9% of the wage. Table 6 shows that the equilibrium unemployment rate is 7.6%, somewhat higher than intended, which corresponds
to an average probability of job nding per quarter of 47.4%. Most of these
unemployed are in their rst two quarters of unemployment; the UI-eligible
rate of unemployment is 5.9%. The large majority of unemployed workers do
in fact prefer to have a job; only 1.9% choose to set search intensity equal to
zero. Search and unemployment behavior is analyzed in greater detail below.
The interest rate is at 1.58%, close to our target, which shows that our
assumptions about asset supply and demand are roughly compatible. We nd a
31In particular, varying the two parameters in such a way as to keep Z roughly equal to
two times DS , over a moderate range, has little e ect on the equilibrium.
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capital stock equal to 8.3 times value added. Our output share observations are
also encouraging; labor's share of value added is 65.7%, which includes taxes
paid to support worker bene ts, totalling 10.1% of value added. Investment is
20.5% of value added, and the remaining 13.8% of output is paid as dividends.
Hiring expenditure (which is not counted as part of value added) is 1.7% of
output, almost as low as intended.
Workers' consumption and savings behavior is analyzed in Tables 7 and
9. Average consumption is 79.5% of value added; its standard deviation is
7.2% of value added. The variation in consumption is due both to a gradual
increase in consumption over the life cycle as workers accumulate assets, and
to the di erences in consumption due to employment and unemployment. We
see that consumption rises from 0.7152 in the rst ten years of working life
to 0.8721 in the last ten years of retirement, with a particularly large initial
jump as consumers save substantially in their rst years of work. Assets rise
rapidly over the life cycle, peaking at over seventeen times quarterly value
added at retirement. For comparison, Table 10 recalls median asset holding
information reported in Hubbard, Skinner, and Zeldes (1995) for di erent age
groups of high-school educated US workers. It is useful to look at medians
rather than means, and to restrict ourselves to a single education group, in
order to downplay some of the dispersion in asset holdings that shows up in
US data due to types of individual heterogeneity not analyzed here. The US
data for this class of workers show wealth levels fairly similar to our model,
though the asset pro le in our model is more sharply peaked.32
There are several ways of looking at the impact of labor market shocks
on consumption. We see from Table 9 that consumption of the unemployed
early in life is only around 91% of that of the employed, rising to about 96%
before retirement. Since workers start with zero assets, they are forced to
cut consumption drastically if they become unemployed early in life; later
on they are better protected by their stock of assets. We also calculate the
32In the data reported by Hubbard et. al., it is rather surprising to observe that assets

fail to decline for the oldest age group of high school educated workers. However, for other
education groups they discuss, assets do decline substantially near the end of life.
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average innovation in consumption which occurs as a result of job loss, as a
percentage of current average consumption. This is large both at the beginning
of life, when a small bu er stock leads to large cutbacks in consumption due
to unemployment, and at the end of life, when the short remaining working
period implies that an unemployment spell may take up a non-trivial fraction
of remaining working time.33 The standard deviation of consumption is also
high both at the beginning and the end of life. The lack of a bu er stock makes
consumption variable early in life, while at the end of life, the high variability
of consumption is the result of many years of drift in asset levels. Although
consumption does not follow a pure random walk here, good or bad luck in
the labor market does cause workers' expected lifetime wealth levels to diverge
over the years, making consumption gradually more variable.34
Table 7 summarizes the consumption distribution by computing the certainty equivalent of consumption. This is the non-random quantity of consumption which would yield the same level of utility (ignoring search and
work disutility) as the actual distribution of consumption.35 We do not nd
large losses in utility due to consumption variability in this equilibrium; the
certainty equivalent of consumption is 99.58% of the level of average consumption, given the 42.9% replacement ratio. This suggests either that there is
little scope for insurance in this economy, or that insurance needs are already
well-ful lled at the baseline UI bene t level of 42.9% of the wage.
Table 9 also describes the distribution of unemployment across the life
cycle. The fraction of individuals in their rst period of unemployment is
fairly constant over time, since it is simply a constant  times the level of
33Engen and Gruber (1995) and Dynarski and She rin (1987) both report evidence sug-

gesting that younger workers may be more responsive to unemployment risk than older
workers, but Gruber (1994) reports the opposite.
34Growing dispersion in consumption over the lifetime is documented in Deaton and Paxson (1994).
35Let average consumption utility in the baseline model be v; note that this does not
include search or work disutility. Then the certainty equivalent e satis es (1= )(e + ) = v.
If average consumption in the baseline case is c, then the claim in Table 7 is that e = 0:9958c.
Note also that welfare calculations in this paper are stated in terms of undiscounted averages.
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employment. The fraction of individuals in their second period of employment
rises as people get older, for older workers have larger bu er stocks and a
shorter potential duration of employment and hence search less. In Table 8,
we see that the unemployment rate of 7.6% can be decomposed into 3.6%
who are in the rst period of an unemployment spell, 2.3% who are in the
second period, and 1.7% who are in the third or later period of a spell, so
that they are ineligible for UI. In the rst period of unemployment, 2.9% of
individuals choose not to search at all; they know they have one more period
of UI eligibility, and hence prefer not to nd a job yet. After the rst period,
the fraction choosing not to search drops to around 1%, as people know they
have no future UI eligibility in the current unemployment spell. The greater
urgency of job nding in the second and later periods of unemployment spells
is also re ected in the rise in the probability of job nding among those who
do search, from 37% in the rst period of a spell to 57% probability thereafter.

4.2 E ects of UI in the baseline model
In Tables 11 and 12, we turn to the e ects of changing the replacement ratio.
The bU = 0:33 case is the baseline we have examined in earlier tables; we see
that raising the bene t from 0.1 to 0.6 amounts to a rise in the replacement
ratio from 12.95% to 78.23%, requiring tax levels which rise from 0.1223 to
0.1654.36 Table 11 shows that this rise in the replacement ratio leads to an
increase in the unemployment rate from 5.9% to 10.5%, and a resulting decline
in output from 0.9691 to 0.9425 in units of goods. This decline in value added is
caused not only by the decline in the number of employed workers, but also by a
decline in the capital stock from 8.1 to 7.8 in units of goods. On the other hand,
recruitment costs decline from 2.5% of value added to 0.8% of value added as
the UI bene t is increased, which helps explain the fact that the percentage
decrease in output is considerably smaller than the percentage decrease in
employment. We also observe small decreases in the interest rate and in the
36The social security bene t is being held constant at bR = 0:33 in our calculcations, so

taxes must be non-zero even when the unemployment bene t is zero.
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wage as UI is increased. There are large changes in the matching rates 
and q as more unemployed and less hiring expenditures enter the matching
function.
Table 12 demonstrates that the optimal replacement ratio, in terms of
steady state average utility, is around 47%, where bU = 0:36. Although this is
not very low, the bene ts of UI are quantitatively very small, and its optimal
level is determined by somewhat surprising factors. First, note that average
consumption declines from 0.7697 (in goods units) to 0.7499 as the UI bene t
is raised from 0.1 to 0.6, while the standard deviation of consumption only
declines from 0.0741 to 0.0702. Since we previously noted that the certainty
equivalent of consumption, at the baseline replacement ratio, is 99.58% of average consumption, the large drop in average consumption due to the provision
of unemployment insurance bodes ill for its utility impact. Note also that the
ratio of consumption of the unemployed to that of the employed decreases as
UI is raised, evidence that UI is failing to smooth consumption. Similarly,
although the level of search intensity and the innovation in consumption due
to job loss both drop slightly as UI is initially raised from 0.1, both increase
thereafter. Again, this suggests that people are becoming less well insured,
due to higher unemployment, when UI is high.
At the end of Table 12, we report certainty equivalent calculations which
show just how small the bene ts of UI are in this economy. The consumption
utility gain gures show the di erence between the consumption utility at the
given level and at the baseline level of 0.33. These are expressed in terms of
the certainty equivalent consumption levels, as a fraction of baseline average
consumption. The positive signs on these numbers show us that even at a UI
bene t of 0.1, workers' consumption utility is worth 0.919% more, as a percentage of baseline average consumption, than the consumption utility associated
with a bene t of 0.33. In fact, in terms of consumption only, increases in UI
bene ts steadily decrease welfare at every level above 0.1.
The impact on search utility and work utility is expressed in the same units
as the consumption utility changes. We see that the impact on search utility is
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much smaller than that on consumption utility, but it goes in the same direction; search utility is 0.13% better at bU = 0:1 than it is at bu = 0:33. Again,
this refers to a utility change equivalent to a 0.13% change in baseline average
consumption. The increase in search disutilility as UI is increased comes about
as more search e ort must be expended on average since the unemployment
rate is higher. On the other hand, less work disutility is expended when unemployment is higher; this is a gain in welfare, which turns out to be quite
large. The table shows that at bU = 0:1, individuals' work disutility is worse,
by 1.19% of baseline average consumption, compared to when bU = 0:33.
The net e ect of the three changes in utility, due to changed consumption,
changed search, and changed work, is reported in the nal line of the table.
The highest utility level observed is that at bU = 0:36, when the replacement
ratio is 46.7%; thus the optimal replacement ratio is not very low. However,
the net change in utility due to UI is very small; the overall welfare gain in
going from bU = 0:1 to 0.36 is only worth 0.17% of baseline average consumption. Thus while UI does not appear to substantially harm the economy at
low replacement ratios, there is no sign that it has a major positive e ect.37
Moreover, as emphasized above, the cause of the mild improvement as UI is
raised from 0.1 to 0.36 is not associated with consumption smoothing; instead,
it is due to decreased work e ort.
However, the pattern of welfare changes caused by UI is not as strange as
it may seem. After all, in a classical competitive equilibrium, the marginal
product of labor is equated to the worker's cost of work. Decreasing the
level of labor used in such an economy thus leads to a fall in output which
is approximately matched in size by a decline in costs borne by the worker. If
the initial equilibrium is at a smooth optimum, such a distortion of labor use
will lead to a net welfare loss which is only of second order.
37It is also important to notice that as we increase UI above its optimum, the welfare

losses get larger much more quickly; there is a net loss worth 0.37% of baseline average
consumption as bU is increased from 0.5 to 0.6.
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How close are we, then, to the competitive case? We can get some idea by
computing the surplus associated with work in our equilibrium; for a competitive model, of course, it would be zero. Our wage equation was

w ; DW =c

;1

=

(A n ;1k1; ; DW =c ;1)

Here the marginal product of labor A n ;1k1; is the gross gain in output
available to the economy from work, while DW =c ;1 is the gross disutility cost
associated with performing the work; the net gain is just the di erence between
the two, which we have called the surplus. Evaluated at our equilibrium,
the marginal product of labor is 0.9443, the disutility of work, scaled by the
marginal utility of average consumption, is 0.5905, and the surplus is thus
0.3538, slightly over one third the marginal product. Although the surplus is
non-trivial, we nonetheless see that o setting changes in consumption utility
and work disutility are likely to be a large part of the impact of UI. We can
reasonably expect gross welfare changes to be rather larger than net welfare
changes.

4.3 Partial equilibrium comparisons
In this section, we conduct two other experiments which shed light on the
mechanisms underlying our economy's reaction to a UI program. First, we
report the worker's partial equilibrium response to an increase in UI{ that is,
the change in worker behavior and well-being when the replacement ratio is
raised without any e ect on the prices R and w or the job nding rate . This
shows us how much scope there would be for welfare improvements from UI
if its imposition had no e ect on the equilibrium environment of the worker.
Second, we consider the impact of UI in an economy where the interest factor
R is xed. This can be interpreted as the e ect of UI in an open economy
which is small enough to have no in uence on the world interest rate, and it
allows us to compare the importance of the e ects of UI which operate through
the labor market to those which operate through capital accumulation.
In Table 13 we show the partial equilibrium e ect of a change in UI bene ts
on individual behavior under the assumption that R, w, and  remain constant.
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We x these three variables at their baseline equilibrium values, as reported in
Table 6. Naturally, this means that we report only e ects on worker behavior
in the table| it makes no sense to ask how the rm's behavior is changed
when we are not closing the model with aggregate consistency conditions.
The change in unemployment here allows us to get an idea of the size of
the moral hazard e ect: we can ask how much unemployment changes due
to a decreased willingness to search for jobs, abstracted from any change in
the probability of nding jobs. Comparing Tables 11 and 13, we notice that
in partial equilibrium, the unemployment rate rises from 0.06733 at bU = 0:1
to 0.07647 at bU = 0:33, due to a fall in workers' average search intensity
from 0.4648 to 0.3520. In our general equilibrium baseline, the corresponding
rise is from an unemployment rate of 0.05877 to 0.07647, which is almost
twice as large. Hence we conclude that moral hazard accounts for roughly
half the general equilibrium change in the unemployment rate as UI rises.
The remainder, necessarily, is caused by changes in rms' recruitment activity,
which declines from 2.5% to 1.7% of value added in general equilibrium, leading
to a decline in the job nding rate  from 1.6 to 1.1. Note also the interesting
contrast in search behavior. While in partial equilibrium search falls from
0.4648 to 0.3510, in general equilibrium it rises slightly from 0.3399 at bU = 0:1
to 0.3510 at bU = 0:33. Thus we conclude, perhaps surprisingly, that the fall
in job nding probability  that occurs in the general equilibrium model is
leading to a rise in search intensity.
Unlike the general equilibrium version of the model, where average consumption declines from 0.7697 to 0.7633 as UI is raised from its minimum
reported level to its baseline level, here average consumption rises by a similar
magnitude, from 0.7580 to 0.7633. This is no surprise, for raising UI payments
without a ecting prices or job nding rates makes workers unambiguously
better o . The change in the standard deviation of consumption due to UI
is roughly the same in general and partial equilibrium. However, the average ratio of consumption of the unemployed to that of the employed, and the
consumption innovation due to job loss, clearly show consumption smoothing
e ects from a partial equilibrium increase in UI, as the former increases and the
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latter decreases with UI. In contrast, in the general equilibrium version of the
model, both measures change by much smaller amounts, and the average ratio
of consumption of the unemployed to that of the employed actually goes in the
wrong direction. Thus, although UI could smooth the consumption di erences
between the unemployed and the employed in an ideal world where it had no
impact on the overall economy, in general equilibrium its tendency to lower
the rate of job nding  suciently increases the riskiness of the unemployed
state that the consumption gap between the unemployed and the employed is
not ameliorated.
Another contrast between general equilibrium and partial equilibrium is
seen in saving behavior. In partial equilibrium, we see that the in uence of
UI on average asset holdings is both very small and non-monotonic. Since
a rise in the UI bene t both makes the individual wealthier and reduces the
risk she faces, the non-monotonicity of asset holding is reasonable. In general
equilibrium, on the other hand, assets decline strongly as UI rises from 0.1 to
0.33, falling from 8.6623 to 8.3762, which is a response to the decline in the
interest rate from 1.597% to 1.584%. We conclude that savings in our model
economy are driven much more strongly by the interest rate than they are by
precautionary saving factors such as the level of UI.
Unsurprisingly, a welfare analysis of the partial equilibrium shows that UI
is extremely bene cial when it can be delivered without a ecting prices or
job nding rates. Consumption utility, search disutility, and work disutility
are all improved by a rise in the replacement ratio, as workers consume more,
consume more smoothly, and search and work less. Since the various changes
no longer o set each other, net bene ts are large: workers are better o by
1.353% of baseline average consumption in going from a bene t of 0.1 to 0.33,
and would be still better o at higher UI levels. Since the decline in work
is smaller in partial equilibrium than in general equilibrium, the decline in
work disutility is only worth 0.532% of baseline average consumption, instead
of 1.1893% in general equilibrium. Consumption utility improves by 0.759%
of baseline average consumption from this change in the replacement ratio,
instead of declining by 0.9186% as it does in general equilibrium. It is also
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telling to notice that the rise in average consumption from 0.7580 to 0.7633
in partial equilibrium amounts to 0.694% of the baseline average consumption
level of 0.7633. The decline in average consumption in general equilibrium is
from 0.7697 to 0.7633, which is 0.838% of baseline average consumption. Note
that these changes in baseline average consumption are roughly equal to the
corresponding changes in the certainty equivalent measures of consumption
utility. This illustrates the claim that there is little role for consumption
smoothing improvements in this economy. The impact of UI on consumption
utility is well proxied by its impact on average consumption; the variability of
consumption need not be considered.
In reporting the impact of UI on an economy with xed R, we will show
both e ects on worker and rm behavior, for this is a well-de ned experiment
as long as we assume that the economy is in an international environment
where the world interest rate is negligibly a ected by demand and supply for
assets in the particular country under study.
In Table 14, we nd that unemployment, value added, recruitment, capital,
and the matching coecients  and q all change slightly more in the xed
R case than they do in general equilibrium. In the absence of any change
in the interest rate, the main impact on rm behavior from an increase in
UI is that taxes must rise, making it more expensive to hire workers, and
thus less pro table to produce output. Thus rms cut back on hiring and
investment. In general equilibrium, this decline in the returns to production
activity causes the interest rate to fall as rms engage in less borrowing (recall
from our partial equilibrium calculations that UI has little direct e ect on
workers' saving incentives.) This decrease in the interest rate would mitigate
the fall in hiring and investment in general equilibrium; since R is xed here,
the adjustments are larger than they are in general equilibrium.
In a somewhat surprising contrast, we notice that average consumption rises
slightly with UI in this experiment. Note that since individuals are net savers,
a fall in the interest rate implies a decline in their e ective lifetime wealth.
Considering labor market income only, UI increases income when unemployed;
in fact, wages are slightly higher here as well when UI is increased, due to
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a rise in the marginal product of labor. In our equilibrium, these increases
are large enough to increase expected labor market income in spite of the
higher probability of unemployment.38 In general equilibrium, the fall in the
pro tability of hiring would drive down R, making workers poorer; yet here this
does not occur, and without such an interest rate e ect, UI has a suciently
positive e ect on the income stream to raise average consumption.
We can also compare the total value of the rms in the economy, which
is the sum of capital plus the value n=q of hiring, both reported in Table 14,
to the value of assets held, in Table 15. In general equilibrium these must be
equal, but here they only match up for the bU = 0:33 case from which our R
was derived. With R xed by international trade, workers save at the high
rate of return o ered by the international economy, which leads to increasing
asset holdings with UI. Firms only invest up to the point where the rate of
return on their investment matches that in the international economy; hence
their total asset value declines as taxes are raised to support UI.
Since consumption grows with UI in this experiment, bene ts of UI here
are large, and the optimal replacement ratio is at least as large as the highest
level shown in these tables. Raising the UI bene t from 0.1 to 0.33 raises
consumption utility by 0.3% of baseline average consumption, while decreasing
work disutility by 1.1% of baseline average consumption. This goes to show
that the impact of UI on the interest rate is potentially important; the change
in consumption utility when interest rate e ects are taken into account is less
by a full 1% of baseline average consumption than it is when we x R.

4.4 Sensitivity to parameter changes
We now compare four alternative speci cations to examine the robustness of
our results. We increase risk aversion to = ;1 and = ;2, since clearly the
degree of risk aversion is critical to the value of UI in our economy, and the
logarithmic utility in our baseline speci cation is on the low side of accepted
38The unconditional expectation of labor market income yW

slightly from 0.7304 to 0.7308 as

bU

 (1 ; uTOT )w + uUI bU rises

is increased from 0.1 to 0.33.
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parameterizations of risk aversion. The wage equation we used in section 3.3
imposes a strong relationship between and the disutility of work DW , so
we raise disutility to DW = 0:98 for the = ;1 case and to DW = 1:2 for
the = ;2 case to ensure that wages and search behavior will be compatible
with the altered levels of risk aversion. As a second comparison, we return to
logarithmic utility but explore di erent search e ort parameters Z and DS .
We compare our baseline to the alternative case of Z = 0:2 and DS = 0:1, and
to the case of Z = 0:8 and DS = 0:2.
In Tables 16, 18, and 19, we look at the e ects of changes in . There are
several main qualitative changes relative to our baseline equilibrium. First,
we notice a substantial rise in the equilibrium interest rate as risk aversion is
raised. Note that in our baseline, the interest rate is greater than the time discount rate, and that consumption grows substantially over time. The interest
rate is raised above the discount rate to encourage workers to accumulate an
amount of assets equal to the value of the rms. With an that is larger in
absolute value, workers are not only more risk averse, but are also less willing
to substitute consumption intertemporally, requiring a higher interest rate to
convince them to postpone consumption enough to accumulate assets equal to
the value of the rms. In conjunction with the higher interest rate, we observe
a lower capital stock and lower output as rises in absolute value, since rms
choose to purchase less capital as the interest rate rises.
A second major e ect is that unemployment is substantially lower. Given
their higher risk aversion, we observe that workers choose a higher level of
search, because they are more averse to the possibility of lost consumption.
This greater search causes them to nd jobs sooner, lowering the unemployment rate, which then raises the job nding rate  and lowers q as observed in
the table. We recall from our analysis of the partial equilibrium and general
equilibrium versions of the model that higher  lowers search in this economy;
thus the observed increase in search is actually somewhat lower than it would
be without the change in . Also, we observe that rms hire more to make up
for the lower rate of matching q.
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A third, obvious, di erence in our equilibrium as risk aversion is changed
is that workers come to care much more about consumption variation. We see
that the ratio of the certainty equivalent of consumption to average consumption declines to 0.9913 in the = ;1 case and to 0.9807 when = ;2, much
lower than our baseline, though not necessarily low enough to ensure large
gains from UI. At the same time, consumption innovations due to job loss
are much smaller than in the baseline, and the average ratio of unemployed
consumption to employed consumption is higher than in the logarithmic utility case; thus we see that individuals are managing to insure themselves more
fully in this equilibrium than in the baseline equilibrium. Since assets are not
much higher here than in the baseline, it appears that most of the additional
self-insurance is coming through the higher search intensity and resulting lower
unemployment rate in this equilibrium. Note that it is not clear whether the
logarithmic or = ;1 case ts the data better: the lower unemployment and
the pattern of job nding in the = ;1 case look more like the stylized facts we
used to parameterize our model; however, the small consumption innovations
that arise when risk aversion is higher are at odds with the data.
Coming to the welfare analysis in Table 18, we see that for = ;1, selfinsurance is still powerful enough that UI has very little role to play in welfare
improvement. As in our baseline, UI leads to a fairly large loss in welfare due
to lower average consumption, o set by a fairly large gain in welfare due to
less work e ort. Net bene ts are very small; the optimal replacement ratio
is around 25% but represents a welfare gain of only about 0.17% of average
consumption. The fact that the optimum is lower here than in our baseline
need not be a surprise when it is calculated as a small net gain from the
di erence of two large gross changes.
However, there is real evidence for welfare gains from consumption smoothing in the = ;2 case. Consumption utility still decreases with UI, but these
changes are only about half as large as the decreases in work disutility, leading
to a non-trivial net bene t. Also, the ratio of average consumption of the unemployed to that of the employed increases substantially due to UI, while the
consumption innovation resulting from job loss gets smaller. Looking at the
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size of the change in consumption utility, we can calculate that the decline in
average consumption as UI is increased from 0.1 to 0.33 is 0.537%, while the
change in the certainty equivalent of consumption utility is only 0.252%. The
large di erence in the size of these two percentage changes is attributable to
welfare gains from consumption smoothing.
For = ;2, we nd a remarkably high optimal replacement ratio| evidently over 100%. This substantial change in our analysis is driven by several
factors which go beyond the greater consumption smoothing needs of more risk
averse consumers. First, since higher search yields lower unemployment in this
equilibrium than in our baseline, raising UI has a relatively smaller tax impact on rms. Increased UI therefore raises unemployment less and decreases
consumption less than it does in the baseline model. With a smaller rise in
unemployment due to UI, there is less tendency for UI to drive up the e ective level of risk that workers face; hence raising UI now leads to observable
consumption smoothing, as evidenced by the direction of change of the consumption innovation and the ratio of unemployed to employed consumption.
Two investment externalities also play a role. The e ect of UI on the capital
stock is much less negative for = ;2 than for logarithmic utility. Since lower
willingness to shift consumption over time leads to a larger di erence between
the interest rate and the time discount rate here than in the baseline, there is
potential for a larger drop in the interest rate, from 0.01953 to 0.01882 as UI
is raised from 0.1 to 0.7. The interest rate decrease allows for a small, nonmonotonic change in the capital stock, unlike the monotonic decrease in capital
found in the baseline case. Also, as demonstrated for a simpli ed version of
the model in Costain (Nov. 1997), the wage bargaining solution used here is
more likely to lead to overhiring, for a given bargaining share , than is the
standard model analyzed in Hosios (1990). Thus part of the e ect of increased
UI is a fairly large decrease in hiring costs, from 4.1% of value added to 1.9%
of value added, over the range of UI considered here. While such an e ect
is present in the logarithmic utility case as well, when it is combined with
larger consumption smoothing bene ts, a smaller unemployment rate, and
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a relatively large interest rate drop, the overall bene ts of UI become quite
large.
In Tables 17, 20, and 21, we compare two di erent speci cations of search
e ort to our baseline case. Both alternative speci cations yield a similar pattern of job search shirking. In the Z = 0:2, DS = 0:1 case, average search
is substantially lower, and a much larger fraction of individuals choose not to
search at all. For Z = 0:8 and DS = 0:2, average search is higher, but the
e ects on the equilibrium are similar, with a large spread between the probability of job nding in the rst period of unemployment and that in later
periods. In both cases, in spite of the initial low search intensity, the late
search is e ective enough that overall unemployment is lower.
These same tendencies are re ected in the response to unemployment insurance. In Tables 20 and 21, both unemployment and average consumption
respond more strongly to UI than in the baseline model. This response is
re ected by large gross changes in both the certainty equivalent of work disutility and the certainty equivalent of consumption. As in our previous simulations, however, these two changes largely cancel each other out; net welfare
gains from UI are small, and the optimum is at a low level around 20%. We
conclude that these speci cations imply somewhat too much elasticity of unemployment to the imposition of UI; nonetheless their welfare implications are
not very di erent from our baseline case.

4.5 Discussion
In light of these simulations, the primary conclusion we must draw is that our
model does not appear to support large consumption smoothing gains from
UI. As in Aiyagari (1994), individuals in our model achieve a high degree
of consumption self-insurance, even with UI as low as 10%. Mandating an
unemployment bene t of up to 40% has very little impact| either positive or
negative| on well-being. With low risk aversion, optimal replacement ratios
have typically been around 20% or 30%, yet actual utility gains, on the order
of 0.1% of baseline average consumption, are so small as to make the precise
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optimum rather irrelevant. Raising the degree of risk aversion to = ;2
makes UI much more relevant, yielding utility gains close to one percentage
point of baseline average consumption and an optimal replacement ratio which
appears to be around 100%.
The nature of the welfare changes arising from an increase in the UI bene t
tends to include a fairly large loss in consumption utility, coupled with a similar
decrease in disutility of work. At low risk aversion, these two changes tend to
cancel each other out. When risk aversion is high enough to lead to a nontrivial welfare gain, as in the = ;2 case, the net gain is due to the fact
that the decrease in work disutility is substantially larger than the decrease
in consumption utility. The small size of the decrease in consumption utility
is caused by a gain from consumption smoothing which partially o sets the
loss from lower average consumption. Even here, though, much of the the
welfare gain from UI is due not to consumption smoothing per se, but to
search externalities and to positive e ects on the capital stock via changes in
the interest rate. Also, we have not observed actual gains in the consumption
portion of utility alone in any of our general equilibrium calculations.
This pattern of utility changes should not come entirely as a surprise. We
know that in a competitive model at a smooth local optimum, a decrease below
optimal labor supply would cause an output decrease equal in value, to rst
order, to the decrease in labor costs; overall welfare losses would be only second order. Similarly, here, the biggest impacts of the distortionary transfer of
UI payments are a decrease in output and consumption, and a decrease in the
disutility of work. Although this is a search model, in which matching and production involve a jump in surplus relative to separation and non-production,
nonetheless the disutility of work (in comparable units) is about 63% of the
bene t of work, which is the marginal product of labor. In this sense, the
model shares some of the same large gross o setting costs and bene ts as in
a competitive model. Of course, for an unfortunate worker who has had very
poor labor market luck, marginal utility may be much higher, so that the
disutility of work is e ectively much lower relative to its bene ts; for such an
individual the surplus associated with work is large. Such individuals do exist
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in our model, and they bene t greatly from UI; however, our overall welfare
analysis can be interpreted as showing that such workers are rare enough that
the average bene ts of UI are not great.
The model employed here is rather more complicated than a simple competitive labor market model, and incorporates a variety of di erent e ects. We
see from comparing general equilibrium and partial equilibrium versions of the
worker's problem that roughly half the change in unemployment caused by UI
can be traced to moral hazard, as workers choose to expend less search e ort.
From the xed R version of the model, we see the size of the impact of tax
changes on the rm's problem; this version causes a moderately larger change
in unemployment than the general equilibrium version in which the decline
in the interest rate helps mitigate unemployment. By comparing the xed R
and general equilibrium versions of the model, we also see that interest rate
e ects are indeed important in this economy. The decline in the interest rate
as UI rises represents a decrease in the returns to accumulation when taxes
are higher; this interest rate decline is a loss of wealth to the workers, who are
net savers over the life cycle.
How far should we trust the results of this model? Arguably, the various
ways in which this model con icts with US data can be summed up as aspects
of a single issue: workers, in the model economy, appear better insured than
typical US workers. The rather high unemployment rate of 7.6% calculated in
our baseline is indicative of insucient search by workers due to a low incentive to acquire jobs. This claim is borne out by the decline in unemployment
towards 6% as we increase the incentive to be employed by raising risk aversion. Small consumption innovations from job loss are also a sign of e ective
insurance. Third, we must consider the quantity of assets accumulated. Our
average asset holdings appear consistent with median assets for high school educated workers, though we necessarily underestimated the US capital stock in
order to equate asset supply and demand. However, the amount of insurance
achieved through this stock of assets may be exaggerated, for several reasons;
our model ignores the fact that some assets are highly illiquid and thus may
play little insurance role, and we have also ignored other types of risk, such
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as health shocks and random wage growth. If workers' assets in the US are a
response to multiple types of shocks, evaluating their consumption smoothing
potential in the context of a model with only one type of shock may lead to
an overestimate of equilibrium self-insurance.
The fact that we are unable to t some aspects of the economy better appears to result from our attempt to represent the economy in terms of only
one type of individual. As emphasized in the parameterization section of this
paper, we must specify a rather low capital stock because we have not allowed
for the existence of multiple classes of people with very di erent saving behavior, as in the US. It is perhaps rather unreasonable to require that all capital
be held on the basis of life-cycle incentives, together with the single type of
risk considered here. Assuming that much capital is held by risk neutral savers
outside of the labor market would allow us to consider a larger capital stock,
and would negate or diminish e ects of UI that operate through the interest
rate. Such a speci cation might also lead to a greater role for UI. In particular, Carroll and Samwick (1995a,b) have suggested a parameterization of
individual behavior with a discount rate substantially higher than the interest
rate; this makes workers disinclined to precautionary saving and thus raises the
possible bene ts of UI. Other sorts of individual heterogeneity also increase
the potential for welfare gains from UI; certain classes of workers prone to
longer unemployment spells, or the inclusion of additional types of risk, could
yield a greater probability of low consumption in equilibrium, and thus make
UI more bene cial.
In summary, the ways in which this model appears to con ict with data
can be traced to the necessary simpli cations involved in a general equilibrium
assessment of the interacting e ects of UI. We nd relatively small net bene ts from UI, though with sucient risk aversion net gains worth almost one
percent of aggregate consumption are possible. More realistic, and thus more
heterogeneous economies might imply greater net gains; however, we should
remember that our exercise has also neglected to model the potential costs of
UI associated with the separation decision.
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Preferences

Table 5: Baseline parameters
T 180
Matching technology
T R 60
0
 0.015
DW 0.78
DS 0.2
Z 0.4 Computational parameters

Production technology

A 0.63
0.67
k 0.025

Policies

bU 0.33
bR 0.33

I 1

0.5
 0.04
 2.2
 0.55

 1/12
 1/1200
;Amin ;24
Amax 400
cmax 40
min -4
 0.5
max 4

Table 6: Aggregate implications of baseline model
Replacement ratio
0.4285
Interest rate
0.01584

1.1175
Wage
0.7702
Unemployment rate
0.07647
UI-eligible unemployment ratea
0.05915
a
Average prob of job nding if unemployed
0.4735
Capital stock / value addeda
8.2838
b
Labor's share of value added
0.6572
Recruitment expenditures / value added
0.0174
Investment expenditures / value addedb
0.2045
b
Tax collected / value added
0.1012
Dividend payments / value addedb
0.1383
a Time period is one quarter in all calculations.
bNote: wage costs + investment + tax collected
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+ dividends = value added.

Table 7: Distributional implications of baseline model
Overall Employed Unemployed
Average consumption / VA
0.7954
0.7756
0.7407
Std dev of consumption / VA 0.0723
0.0562
0.0742
Average assets / VA
8.7293
7.8222
7.4363
a;b
CE of cons / avg cons
0.9958
0.9725
0.9251
a CE

Retired
0.8630
0.0674
11.5389
1.0816

refers to the certainty equivalent of consumption; this is the constant level of consumption
that yields the same utility as the mean of the equilibrium consumption utility distribution.
De ned in footnote in Section 4.1.
b All columns are divided by overall average consumption.

Table 8: Unemployment and search in baseline model
1st per. of spell 2nd per. of spell Post-UI Overall
Unemployment rate
0.03621
0.02294 0.01732 0.07647
Avg prob of job nding
0.3664
0.5650 0.5762 0.4735
Fraction not searching
0.0298
0.0086 0.0124 0.0193
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is one quarter; retirement is quarters 181-240.

Table 9: Life cycle implications of baseline model
Age rangea
1{40
41{80 81{120 121{160
Avg cons / VA
0.7152 0.7627 0.7807 0.8075
Cons if emp / VA
0.7196 0.7654 0.7825 0.8101
Cons if unemp / VA
0.6586 0.7291 0.7584 0.7783
Std dev cons / VA
0.0466 0.0367 0.0372 0.0521
Cons innovation due to job loss -3.532% -2.198% -1.717% -2.470%
Assets / VA
1.6344 4.3014 7.6677 12.5672
Rate of rst-period unemp.
0.0364 0.0363 0.0362 0.0361
Rate of second-period unemp. 0.0204 0.0219 0.0231 0.0244
Rate of post-UI unemp.
0.0142 0.0148 0.0175 0.0198
a Time period

70+
92500
16.63

161{200 201{240
0.8346 0.8721
0.8272 N.A.
0.7934 N.A.
0.0627 0.0673
-2.783% N.A.
17.7697 8.4351
0.0359 N.A.
0.0270 N.A.
0.0232 N.A.

Table 10: Median wealth of high school educated workersa
Age
<30
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
Wealth in dollarsb
6855
28300 62600 90300 88506
Wealth in qtrly VA termsc
1.23
5.09
11.26
16.23
15.92
a From Hubbard, Skinner, Zeldes (1995).
bHubbard, et. al. calculate that annual permanent income is $22244 for this sample.
c For comparability with our wealth calculations, we assume consumption equals
permanent income and that consumption is equal to 80% of value added in order
to state wealth in quarterly value added terms.
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same units as value added.

Table 11: Aggregate e ects of UI in baseline model
Unemployment bene ta
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.33
0.36
0.4
0.5
0.6
Replacement ratio
0.1295 0.2593 0.3893 0.4285 0.4676 0.5199 0.6509 0.7823
Tax per workera
0.1223 0.1295 0.1376 0.1402 0.1429 0.1466 0.1561 0.1654
Unemployment rate
0.05877 0.06599 0.07373 0.07647 0.07932 0.08321 0.09386 0.10483
Value added
0.9691 0.9651 0.9611 0.9596 0.9579 0.9556 0.9492 0.9425
Recruitment costsa
0.0251 0.0212 0.0185 0.0174 0.0164 0.0142 0.0108 0.00765
Wagea
0.7721 0.7712 0.7705 0.7702 0.7699 0.7694 0.7681 0.7669
Interest rate
0.01597 0.01593 0.01586 0.01584 0.01582 0.01579 0.01567 0.01551
Capitala
8.0618 8.0131 7.9667 7.9488 7.9317 7.9070 7.8496 7.8004
1.5857 1.3817 1.1796 1.1175 1.0568 0.9756 0.7830 0.6107
1.1382 1.2927 1.5290 1.6225 1.7281 1.8937 2.4780 3.4421
a In


q
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Unemployment bene t
Avg consumption
Std dev cons
Avg U/E cons ratio
Cons innov due to job loss
Average assets
Avg search if Ua
Avg prob of job nding
Fraction not searching
CE of cons ut gainb
CE of search e ort decrb
CE of work decreaseb
CE of overall changeb

footnote in section 4.1 for description of calculations.

Table 12: Distributional e ects of UI in baseline model
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.33
0.36
0.4
0.7697 0.7671 0.7643 0.7633 0.7623 0.7602
0.0741 0.0724 0.0698 0.0693 0.0690 0.0684
0.9530 0.9514 0.9513 0.9508 0.9495 0.9465
-3.677% -3.617% -3.478% -3.497% -3.446% -3.610%
8.6623 8.5468 8.4113 8.3762 8.3465 8.2616
0.3399 0.3126 0.3412 0.3510 0.3597 0.3774
0.6279 0.5550 0.4926 0.4735 0.4552 0.4320
0.0083 0.0116 0.0174 0.0193 0.0226 0.0255
0.00919 0.00466 0.00125
0 -0.00128 -0.00399
0.00128 0.00093 0.00025
0 -0.00025 -0.00068
-0.01189 -0.00610 -0.00160
0 0.00166 0.00394
-0.00154 -0.00054 -0.00009
0 0.00013 -0.00075

a Expressed in units of search e ort.
bAs fraction of baseline average consumption; see

0.5
0.7555
0.0685
0.9396
-3.691%
8.1311
0.4408
0.3785
0.0301
-0.01030
-0.00217
0.01019
-0.00239

0.6
0.7499
0.0702
0.9257
-4.164%
7.9937
0.5360
0.3348
0.0249
-0.01810
-0.00438
0.01668
-0.00609
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Table 13: Worker's partial equilibrium response to UI
Unemployment bene t
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.33
Unemployment rate
0.06733 0.07072 0.07451 0.07647
Average consumption
0.7580 0.7610
0.7634 0.7633
Std dev of consumption 0.0741 0.0723
0.0701 0.0694
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9381 0.9433
0.9502 0.9508
Cons innovation
-4.564% -4.080% -3.468% -3.497%
Average assets
8.3756 8.4139
8.4091 8.3762
Average search
0.4648 0.4045
0.3644 0.3520
Avg prob of job nding 0.5432 0.5252
0.4870 0.4735
CE of cons ut
-0.00759 -0.00343 +0.00001
0
CE of search
-0.00067 -0.00026 -0.00005
0
CE of work
-0.00532 -0.00335 -0.00114
0
CE overall
-0.01353 -0.00702 -0.00119
0
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0.36
0.07811
0.7635
0.0682
0.9517
-3.441%
8.3475
0.3434
0.4627
+0.00036
+0.00000
+0.00096
+0.00132

Table 14: Aggregate e ects of UI: xed R case
Unemployment bene t
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.33
0.36
Unemployment rate
0.05722 0.06460 0.07342 0.07643 0.07976
Value added
0.9700 0.9662 0.9614 0.9596 0.9575
Recruitment / VA
0.0275 0.0234 0.0189 0.0175 0.0160
Wage
0.7693 0.7699 0.7701 0.7702 0.7702

1.6944 1.4479 1.1963 1.1184 1.0404
q
1.0380 1.2148 1.4981 1.6203 1.7655
Capital
8.1150 8.0515 7.9756 7.9497 7.9210
n=q
0.6812 0.5775 0.4639 0.4269 0.3909

Table 15: Distributional e ects of UI: xed R case
Unemployment bene t
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.33
0.36
Average consumption
0.7608
0.7625
0.7630 0.7631
0.7633
Std dev consumption
0.0674
0.0684
0.0686 0.0692
0.0701
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9508
0.9525
0.9516 0.9506
0.9491
Cons innovation
-4.024% -3.559%
-3.454 -3.518% -3.458%
Average assets
8.2395
8.3157
8.3481 8.3660
8.3960
Average search
0.3248
0.3011
0.3372 0.3510
0.3636
Avg prob of job nding
0.6460
0.5678
0.4949 0.4738
0.4524
CE of cons ut
-0.00306 -0.00097 -0.00033
0 -0.00016
CE of search
+0.00124 +0.00111 +0.00031
0 -0.00032
CE of work
-0.01116 -0.00690 -0.00178
0 +0.00192
CE overall
-0.01297 -0.00677 -0.00180
0 +0.00143
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Table 16: Equilibrium at di erent levels of risk aversion
= 0 = ;1 = ;2
Interest rate
0.01584 0.01681 0.01934
Unemployment rate
0.07647 0.06959 0.06114
Capital / VA
8.2838
8.13 7.7588
Recruitment / VA
0.0174 0.0229 0.0353
Wage
0.7702 0.7500 0.7013
Value added
0.9596 0.9504 0.9203
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9508 0.9668 0.9770
Cert eq of cons / avg cons 0.9960 0.9913 0.9807
Search e ort
0.3510 0.3853 0.4273
1st per prob of job nding 0.3664 0.4094 0.5083
2nd per prob of job nding 0.5650 0.6478 0.7513
Post-UI prob of job nding 0.5762 0.6566 0.7234

1.1175 1.3608 1.8198
q
1.6225 1.2557 0.8500
Table 17: Equilibrium under di erent search parameters
Z = 0:2,DS = 0:1 Z = 0:4,DS = 0:2 Z = 0:8,D = 0:2
Interest rate
0.01587
0.01584
0.01587
Unemployment rate
0.07266
0.07647
0.07477
Capital / VA
8.2948
8.2838
8.2708
Recruitment / VA
0.0194
0.0174
0.0166
Wage
0.7667
0.7702
0.7709
Value added
0.9613
0.9596
0.9618
Std dev of cons
0.0672
0.0693
0.0675
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9534
0.9508
0.9636
Cert eq of cons / avg cons
0.9958
0.9960
0.9961
Search e ort
0.2349
0.3510
0.6461
Fraction not searching
0.1318
0.0193
0.0172
1st per prob of job nding
0.3729
0.3664
0.3017
2nd per prob of job nding
0.6247
0.5650
0.6566
Post-UI prob of job nding
0.6341
0.5762
0.6612

1.2211
1.1175
1.1028
q
1.4597
1.6225
1.7045
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Table 18: E
Unemployment bene t
0.1
Replacement ratio
0.1327
Unemployment
0.05379
Value added
0.9586
Avg cons
0.7661
Recruitment costs
0.02778
Interest rate
0.01701
Capital
7.8066
Std dev cons
0.0789
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9678
Cons innov due to job loss -2.704%
CE of cons ut
0.00704
CE of search disut
0.00040
CE of work disut
-0.00861
CE overall
-0.00129

ects of UI when = ;1
0.2
0.3
0.33
0.2655 0.3995 0.4400
0.05893 0.06697 0.06959
0.9569 0.9521 0.9504
0.7647 0.7608 0.7595
0.02516 0.02266 0.02179
0.01692 0.01683 0.01681
7.7873 7.7478 7.7303
0.0758 0.0728 0.0720
0.9689 0.9678 0.9668
-2.514% -2.566% -2.615%
0.00597 0.00147
0
0.00038 0.00015
0
-0.00583 -0.00144
0
0.00046 0.00018
0

0.36
0.4805
0.07247
0.9488
0.7583
0.02095
0.01676
7.7198
0.0714
0.9674
-2.445%
-0.00148
-0.00017
0.00159
-0.00007

0.4
0.5353
0.07583
0.9471
0.7570
0.01969
0.01671
7.7068
0.0702
0.9668
-2.360%
-0.00303
-0.00044
0.00344
-0.00005
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Unemployment bene t
Replacement ratio
Unemployment
Value added
Recruitment costs
Interest rate
Capital
Avg cons
Std dev cons
Avg U/E cons ratio
Cons innov due to job loss
CE of cons ut
CE of search disut
CE of work disut
CE overall

Table 19: E
0.1
0.2
0.1420 0.2846
0.04848 0.05349
0.9255 0.9233
0.03815 0.03602
0.01953 0.01946
7.1914 7.1697
0.7480 0.7459
0.0932 0.0910
0.9716 0.9721
-2.941% -2.853%
0.00252 0.00090
-0.00008 0.00014
-0.00591 -0.00358
-0.00352 -0.00255

ects of UI when = ;2
0.3
0.33
0.4
0.4275 0.4706 0.5715
0.05915 0.06116 0.06638
0.9211 0.9203 0.9180
0.03333 0.03248 0.03027
0.01938 0.01934 0.01927
7.1477 7.1407 7.1191
0.7446 0.7440 0.7422
0.0882 0.0873 0.0856
0.9758 0.9770 0.9786
-2.359% -2.195% -1.942%
0.00049
0 -0.00163
0.00006
0 -0.00032
-0.00093
0 0.00248
-0.00038
0 0.00052

0.5
0.7167
0.07522
0.9142
0.02666
0.01912
7.0873
0.7392
0.0828
0.9796
-1.687%
-0.00457
-0.00111
0.00671
0.00092

0.6
0.8610
0.08307
0.9121
0.02231
0.01898
7.0607
0.7371
0.0795
0.9821
-1.209%
-0.00623
-0.00219
0.01051
0.00186

0.7
1.0027
0.08903
0.9123
0.01771
0.01882
7.0534
0.7381
0.0773
0.9809
-1.125%
-0.00394
-0.00338
0.01342
0.00584
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Table 20: E ects of UI when Z = 0:2 and DS = 0:1
Unemployment bene t
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.33
Replacement ratio
0.1299 0.2600 0.3910 0.4304
Unemployment
0.05144 0.05704 0.06875 0.07266
Value added
0.9744 0.9719 0.9639 0.9613
Avg cons
0.7742 0.7723 0.7664 0.7644
Std dev cons
0.0732 0.0705 0.0679 0.0672
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9569 0.9562 0.9540 0.9534
Cons innov due to job loss -3.486% -3.373% -3.495% -3.340%
CE of cons ut
0.01210 0.00994 0.00258
0
CE of search disut
0.00036 0.00040 0.00014
0
CE of work disut
-0.01215 -0.00895 -0.00225
0
CE overall
-0.00017 0.00131 0.00047
0

0.36
0.4699
0.07624
0.9590
0.7627
0.0668
0.9511
-3.392%
-0.00227
-0.00015
0.00207
-0.00036
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Table 21: E ects of UI when Z = 0:8 and DS = 0:2
Unemployment bene t
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.33
Replacement ratio
0.1293 0.2588 0.3890 0.4281
Unemployment
0.05487 0.06103 0.07162 0.07477
Value added
0.9732 0.9704 0.9637 0.9618
Avg cons
0.7736 0.7716 0.7671 0.7657
Std dev cons
0.0727 0.0694 0.0662 0.0675
Avg U/E cons ratio
0.9633 0.9644 0.9635 0.9636
Cons innov due to job loss -3.200% -3.021% -2.951% -2.950%
CE of cons ut
0.00978 0.00760 0.00176
0
CE of search disut
0.00175 0.00136 0.00040
0
CE of work disut
-0.01154 -0.00799 -0.00184
0
CE overall
-0.00013 0.00092 0.00032
0

0.36
0.4675
0.07900
0.9587
0.7631
0.0671
0.9611
-3.222%
-0.00335
-0.00051
0.00247
-0.00139
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